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The Mozz Dance
Company "performed
its "Me, Myself and I"
interpretive
dance
show three times last
weekend.

The Thoroughbreds
take on Ohio Valley
Conference leading
Morehead State Saturday and Sunday after
splitting two games
during the week.

April IS, 2005

Relay event
to benefit
research

Race to the polls
Stories by Stephanie Zeller

Carrie Pond
Assistant News Editor
cpond@thenew~.org

Relay for life, the annual overnight
event that raises money for cancer
research, will begin at 7 p.m. May 6 at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
Rosanne Radke, who has been
involved with the local Relay for Life
since it began nine years ago and was
the first co-chair for the event,
encouraged any interested groups to
form a team for the event and participate in the fund-raising efforts.
"It's never too late to get a team
together to participate in the Relay
for Life," said Radke, academic adviser for the athletic department.
"We've had teams that have signed
up as Late as two weeks before the
event and still raised money and had
fun."
Each team consists of eight to 15
people from a group of friends, coworkers or club or church members,
Radke said. The team is required to
pay a registration fee of $150, and
each team member is encouraged to
raise an additional $100.
"Each team keeps at least one per-
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Murray State
to conduct
internal audit
Staff Report
All Murray State employees,
except those registered for direct
deposit, must pick up their April 29
paycheck at the Regional Special
Events Center to help the University
complete an internal audit.
Jackie Dudley, director of Accounting and Financial Services, said it is
important the department conducts
these internal checks even though
there have not been any problems
with the system and none are expected.
"Periodically, the institution needs
to validate employees and prove that
there arc no ghost employees on the
payroll system," Dudley said.
However, Dudley said such a procedure has not been done in 18 to 20
years. She did not say why it is being
done now, but said nothing has been
brought to their attention to trigger
the audit.
Workers
be required to present two forms of identification, one
from each of two categories, and a
signature before they can receive
their paycheck.
A Racercard, driver's license or
passport are suitable options from
one group, and, from the second
group, accounting department staff,
who will be assisting with the audit,
will accept a Social Security card,
certified birth certificate, voter registration card or major credit card.
Student workers, faculty and staff
can pick up their checks between 7
a.m. and 6 p.m. in the top lobby of the
RSEC.
According to a University-wide email, workers should consider avoiding the morning and lunch hours
because of the possible heavy traffic
flow.
Employees who are enrolled in
direct deposit do not need to stop by
the RSEC to validate employment
because they were validated in the
payroll office when they signed up '
for the electronic payment.
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Scott Ellison (left), junior from St. Charles, Mo., and Joshua Fulkerson, sophomore &om Owensboro, are the two candidates for •
the Student Government Association presidency. The SGA elections are from 9 a.m. Monday to 9 a.m. Wednesday ud results will
be announced at All-Campus Sing, scheduled for 4:30p.m. Wednesday on the steps of Lovett Auditorium• •
tion allows you to accomplish
student concerns," he said.
1
His platform deals with problems he has witnessed and concerns students have voiced. As a
representative of the students, he
said he wiU give his attention to
everyone and not one particular
group. Ellison said he wants to
get rid of the rumor that Greek
Student
candidates focus their attention
Joshua Fulkerson is ready
mainly on Greek organizations.
Government
"I'll be working for the stu- to "DANCE"
Association
dents and making sure that their his way into
Treasurer
problems and suggestions are the Student
Scott Ellison
taken in to action," Ellison said.
Government
has aspiraAs a maintenance worker for A s soc i at i o n
tions of being
the Housing Office, be said there presidency.
voted in as
are many issues with residential
Fulkerson, a
president in
college rooms that have been Murray State
the upcoming
brought to his attention. Rooms DANCE-tigaelections.
are becoming increasingly diffi- tor!!! and sena"It's been
cult to keep in good condition, he tor for the Colsomething
Joshua
said.
lege ofHumaniI've been wantiScott
Like his opponent, Joshua ties and :Fine Fulkerson
ng to do since
Ellison
Fulkerson, Ellison said the Arts, said he Candidate for
freshman year," Candidate for
Scott Ellison, SGA President
Waterfield Library needs
to decided to run SGA President
junior from St. Charles, Mo., said. have changes made to allow for for SGA president because the
Jace Rabe, SGA president for better studying accommoda- position needs a fresh face and
the 2002-03 academic year, tions. He said more up-to-date someone who is not in a Greek
served as a role model for Ellison technology would help students organization.
"l think it will be good to have
when he was an SGA Freshman find accurate information faster
somebody different running - a
Council member. Rabe taught in the library.
Ellison has visited campus different look, a different type,"
him to be more confident and
outgoing.
organizations to introduce him- he said.
"He was very good at public self and let students know he is
Fulkerson, sophomore from
Owensboro, uses an acronym to
speaking," Ellison said. "Just the there to help.
"If we're all divided, we won't express his campaigning strateway he conducted himself, he
was very confident and someone be as accessible as if we were gy. He said D stands for determiunited," Ellison said.
nation; A, accessibility; N, neuto look up to."
He said the University is divid- tral; C. creativity; and E, educaWatching SGA President Jessica Reed take on the job has also ed by people's assumptions and · tion.
"(Education) is the main reashown him what the position attitudes, but that can be corrected by providing more events on 1 son why we're here, so I'm going
requires.
"Being in that leadership posi- campus.
• to get stuff done with that," he

Ellison
reaches

Fulkerson
sees need

for goal

for change

I

said. "I really think more empha·
sis needs to be on education."
One way he plans to improve
education is by encouraging
additional library renovations.
He said Waterfield Library needs
more adequate and up-to-date
resources than are available.
Fulkerson said the parking on
campus also needs help, especially in the residential college
circle. To correct parking problems, he said a separate parking
tag for Springer-Franklin College
members could help fill up the
lot behind Franklin.
To prepare himself for the
leadership responsibilities and to
connect with students, Fulkerson
has met with campus ministries,
the Black Student Council, Greek
organizations and Residential
College Councils to promote
unity across campus.
He plans to create an InterOrganization Council, composed
of representatives from every
campus organization who will
meet and work together, to
improve the University and rein·
force unity and diversity.
Working at Angels Attic in
2004 influenced Fulkerson's
decision to run for SGA President. At the store, he worked
with volunteers, moved furniture
and collected donations.
"Working in a nonprofit field
really gave me a chance to serve
the community and work with a
very diverse group for a really
good cause," Fulkerson said.
"That whole mentality of serving
the people is what a president
needs."
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•Police 13eat
Thursday, April 7
11:21 a.m. A caller from the
University Bookstore reported a
possible fraudulent e-mail for
book orders. The incident is
under investigation.
6:10 p .m. A caller from the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
reported a student had tripped
on the sidewalk and hit his head.
A friend transported the subject
to the Emergency Room.

Friday, April 8

Ricky Agostin/The News

A coyote bides from the rain Monday afternoon at Land Between the
Lakes Nature Station. Students from two photography classes took a
trip to LBL to get experience in wlldllfe photography.

Civic music association
holds concert in Lovett

Breakfast to recognize
seniors, award winners

Murray Civic Music Association will
host a concert of the Fisk University
Jubilee Singers at 3:30 p.m. Sunday in
Lovett Auditorium.
The group, consisting of students
from various disciplines at Fisk University, is internationally acclaimed and
performs benefits for the United Negro
College Fund.
The ensemble is credited with introducuig "slave songs" to the world and
continues to be a leading force in saving the music from extinction.
Tickets at the door have been
reduced in p rice to $10 for adults, $5 for
students and free with a valid Racercard.

~urray State will honor graduating
seniors, graduate students and retired
faculty and staff with a breakfast at 8
a.m. May 4 in the Curris Center Large
Ballroom.
A distinguished p rofessor, a distinguished researcher and the recipients
of the Jim Baurer Outstanding Staff
Service Award and the Max G. Carman Outstanding Teacher Award will
be recognized.
Tickets arc $4.50 and can be purchased from department secretaries.

University ROTC to host
open house Wednesday
Murray State's Army ROTC will
host an open house from 4:30 to 7:30
p.m. Wednesday at the ROTC building, which is the Old Boy Scout museum.
The event is free and open to University studen ts, facu lty, ROTC
alumni and high school students. A
light supper will be served.
For more information, call ROTC
at 762-5061.

Correction
On Page ll of last week's edition of
The Murray State News, Alpha Phi
Alpha should have been included in
the list of Interfraternity Council
Chapt~rs.

On Page 17 of last week's edition of
The Murray State News, Hester College was reported to the be men's volleyb~ll champion. Elizabeth College
won.
The News regrets the errors.

Campus Briefly is compiled by Carr.ie
Pond, assistant news editor. If you
would like to submit information for
Campus Briefly, phone 762-4480.

IO:S4 a .m. Individuals reported being lost while on a campus tour. An officer assisted
the subjects in locating the tour
group.
9:27 p .m. A caller reported
students were building a small
campftre in the Quad. The
individuals put out the fire.
Murray Fire Department and
the State Fire Marshall were
advised.
9:57 p.m. Several females
were putting objects on a vehicle behind Richmond College.
There was no damage, and the
owner of the vehicle was notified.

7:13 a.m. A caller from Alexander Hall reported birds in the
lobby. Facilities Management
was notified.
7:23 a.m. An officer issued a Sunday, AprlllO
warning to a student riding a
2:02 a.m. Murray Police
scooter near Waterfield Library.
Department was advised of
The officer reminded tht• subloud music playing at a party at
ject of the rules concerning
the Lambda Chi Alpha house
scooters on campus.
off campus.
8:S7 a.m. Parking enforcement
9:0 7 a .m. Murray Police
reported a vehicle with a damDepartment requested assis·
aged wind~w at the Housing tancc in watching for a reckless
Office. Officers were unable to
driver. The driver was not
locate the owner of th·e vehicle
located.
but took pictures of the damage
S:36 a.m. An officer reported a
and left a message for the owner
female screaming in front of
to contact the University Police
Hart College. The individual
Department.
The
owner
was gone upon officer arrival.
informed police the damage
occurred off campus.
8:42p.m. A caller from the Cur- Monday, Aprllll
ris Center advised a tight was in 9:22 a.m . An officer arrested
progress. Subjects were gone William L. Scott, 21, freshman
from Murray, at Third and
upon officer arrival.
Chestnut
streets on warrants
10:S2 p.m. An officer issued a
from
Fulton
County. Scott was
citation to Trenton Calloway,
also
issued
citations for
20, freshman from Cincinnati, at
expired
registration,
no insurthe corner of 12th Street and
ance
and
driving
with
a susHwy. 121 for no operator's
,pendcd
license.
license and failure to illuminate.
11:34 p.m. An officer was 3:48 p.m. An individual
advised of a vehic:tc covered in reported a hit-and-run acciplastic wrap at the Lantbda Chi dent without injuries at 14th
Alpha house. Owner advised a and Olive streets. The Murray
Police Department was notifriend wrapped the car.
fied.
9:39 p .m . A caller from
Saturday, April 9
Springer College advised a
1:44 a.m. A caller from m;olle student was threatening
Springer College reported loud ...... gitlfd.U. 'mle WODUIIt
music playing in front of the advised Murray Police Departbuilding. The source of the ment she was fine.
music was gone upon officer 11:17 p.m. A caller from
arrival.
Franklin College reported a

broken window in the third
floor study lounge. The window was thought to be damaged from the outside. A
report was taken for third
degree criminal mischief.

Thesday, April12
4 :39 p.m. A person at Public
Safety requested officers look
for two missing dogs, a red
Aussie and a brown Labrador
mix. The owner found the
dogs.
4 :Sl p.m. A caller reported a
missing American Bulldog.
The dog is brown, black and
white and is not wearing a collar. The dog's collar was found
but the dog is still missing.
9:02 p.m. A student at Public
Safety requested to speak with
an officer concerning a problem with his/her apartment
door in College Courts. The
student's car alarm was also
sou nding.

Wednesday, April13
2:37 p .m. A caller from College Courts reported a stolen
bicycle. An officer took a
report for the theft of items
valued at less than $300.
6:47 p.m. A caller from
Regents College parking lot
reported fliers on vehicles and
possible damage to some vehicles. There was no damage
upon officer arrival.
7:33 p.m. A caller from the
Oakley Applied Science Building reported a male subject
shooting what appeared to be a
pellet gun into the trees. The
subject was gone upon officer
arrival.
Motorist assists - 3
Racer escorts - 9
Arrests -1

Police Beat is compiled by Carrie Pond. assistant news editor,
with materials provided by Public Safety. All dispatched calls
are not listed. For a complete
listing, visit www.thenews.org.

The Piatigorsky Foundation
Great artists ... nel-v audiences ... where nzusic is going .

This concert is generously sponsored by The Curris Center

Curris Center Theatre
Tonight at 7

A one hour, intimate and enchanting concert featuring two amazing artists.
Through their musical performance and comprehensive commentaries, you will
gain an unparalleled understanding of the classical music pieces and composers.
Please come and be inspired by this live concert!
Following the concert, please stay to meet the artists.
For information please call: 762-6984
225 West 34th St., Suite 1513. New York, NY 10122 • Phone (212) 971-5309 • Fax (212) 279-6250 • info@piatigorskyfoundation.org
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Annual fund-raiser honors cancer victims
said. "The average community member doesn't know
son on the track (through- how hard the student orgaout the night)," she said. nizations work for the com"Teams generally raise munity, and Relay for Life
most of their money before is the one thing where they
the event, but many teams truly get to see how hard
raise money during the our students work to help
event (as well) through sell- out."
ing stuff, games and activiShe said, even if people
are not on a team, they can
ties.
''There are lots of games still attend the event.
"We'd like to invite
and activities like dances,
auctions and a talent show," everybody, whether they're
Radke said. "There is stuff on a team or not, to come
geared toward both kids out," she said. "If they've
never been, it's the biggest
and older people."
She said Relay for Life is a thing that happens in Murwonderful event for the ray, bar none. And then,
Murray
community hopefully they'll want to get
because of the cooperation a team together next year.
between it and Murray
"It's a lot of fun and a
worthwhile cause," Radke
State students.
"(Relay for Life) is the said. "Everybody should
one thing in this communi· care about finding a cure
ty that combines college for cancer, because it
students and the rest of the affects all of us. (Statistics
community with one com- say) one in three women
mon goal - to help find a will have to fight cancer at
cure for cancer," Radke some point in their lives
FromPag~l
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and one out of every other
man."
Carol Sims, co-chair of
the luminary committee,
said the hour-long luminaria ceremony will take place
at 9 p.m. during the Relay.
People can pu rchase
luminaries for $5 at BB&T
and Murray Bank or at the
event to dedicate them in
memory or honor of a person diagnosed with cancer.
The person's name will be
displayed on the luminaria
bag.
''It's really an impressive
ceremony," Sims said. "It
gives you chills up your
spine because it is just really moving."
This year's ceremony will
have a few changes from
previous Relays, she said.
"In the past, (the person
reading) has read every
name of both the 'honors'
and 'in memory of,"' Sims
said. "This year, we're
going to try to have a screen

Undecided about your major? Looking for a degree with
outstanding internships & career opportunities?
Accounting is the No. 1 college major according to the National
Association of Colleges and Employers!
Accountants today hold various titles in the business world:
_Fraud Investigator
_Personal Financial Planner
_Financial Analyst
_Chief Financial Officer
_Information Systems Consultant
_Corporate Controller
_Tax Planning Specialist
_IRS Revenue Agent
_Certified Public Accountant

Consider the facts:
I. Accounting majors arc the most recruited students on college campuses.
2. Average starting salaries are $45,000 (Nationally).
J. An accounting degree will prepare you for a dynamic, exciting and rewarding career.
I

Sound interesting? Murray State offers accounting degrees with options in
, finance. information systems. and rmancial planning. For more information,
vi"tit the department of accounting at www.murraystate.edu or contact Dr.
Don Chamberlain at 762-4297or don.chamberlain@murraystate.edu.
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with the names of the survivors on it, and the names
of the deceased will be
read."
Another change from previous years is people will
not walk around the track
during the ceremony but
reflect in silence instead.
she said.
'
"When people are still
walking, there is laughing
and talk and it is loud, and
you can't hear what is going
on," Sims said. "That's not
good. So now, people will
stop\ and think about what
we're actually there for."
She said 90 teams have
signed up, and a lot of hard
work has gone into planning the event.
"We appreciate the support of the community,"
Sims said. "Hopefully, one
day, they wiU find a cure for
cancer. I would say almost
every family in Calloway
County has been affected
by cancer."

photo courtesr of Amy Hille

Luminaries light the track at Roy Stewart Stadium at
the 2004 Relay for Life event to honor the memory
of those w ho died after losing the battle with cancer.
Tiffany Shemwell, senior
from Hazel and team captain for Alpha Gamma
Delta, said she has participated in Relay for Life for
eight years.
"1 am a cancer survivor
myself. so it really hits
home for me," Shemwell
said. "I have been cancer-

free for seven years. Everybody is affected by cancer.
Relay for Life is very dear
to my heart, (and) even if I
wasn't a cancer survivor, I
would still go (because) the
money goes to great places
to help find a cure. UntiJ
there's a cure, there will be
Relay."

KER'l'UCKY FBIED
MUSIC FESTIVAL
April 15 & 16, 2005
Pine Creek Resort • Lynn Grove, Ky.

I
~
I
~

Two incredible days of outdoor*, high-powered, all original ~
music from some of t.h e region's most amazingly talent ed ~
musicians, ranging from Power Folk to Classical Rock,
~
World Progressive, 8e Contemporary Rock.
~
l'rlday 4 p .m. • a a.m. • Saturday 11 a.m. - a a.m.
~
1§1 Each night after the show enjoy a bonfire and drum circle. ~
~~ Bring your own instruments and jam ou t I Tickets are now ~
ffil available. $20 for both days I Sell 10 tickets and get yours ~
~ free I Camp if you want to on Friday and/ or Saturday night, ~
m~ it's freel Local vendors will be on site to provide food. No ~
pets plea.sel A raffle, including items such as a three day, two~
night trip will be held between sets, so be sure to get your ~
t ickets I 10 % from each ticket sold will be donated to local ~
non-profit Murray, KY social sa_rnif?~s_'agencie~ 11 Jror. IDR;£~.1 ~
info, oa.ll 883·8784 or visit www.kyfriedmu.aicf~stiva.L.eom •In caae of rain, event will be held in the paVW.ot1'' · ' '' ~
~

~I!!

AMENDMENT ON
THE BALLOT!
The purpose of this amendment to the
SGA Constitution is to grant the
School of Agriculture a third Senator.
....

• This is in response to the expansion of alternative
sites.
• This would give the School of Agriculture the same
representation as the other academic colleges.

Online Voting
April18, 9 a.m.- April20, 9 a.m.
The amendment will be on the ballot
April 18 - 20. If you are in favor of the
amendment vote "yes" in the upcoming
election. Vote "no" if you are opposed ..
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OPINION
St ·ng ea~y on Internet

'•
Are you a member of the
Murray Facebook?
What do you think of it?
''Yes. it's a good
way to get into
other people's
business."
Briaane Wolf
sophomore, Louisville

"Yes, because I
like looking at
other people's
pictures."

Issue:
THE MuRRAY

Reese Roper

FACEBOOK IS A

junior, Newburgh, Ind.

NEW WEB SITE
FOR STUDENTS

" Yes, I think it is
a good way to
keep in to uch
with my friends
and exchange
pictures."
Brett Jleddlck

~osition:
STUDENTS
SHOULD BE

~.S.tr!Wel

.

..
INFORMATION.

"No, but I'm too
ugly to put my
face online."
Brad Modlin
I#Hllor, Bowling Gf9911

In My
Opinion

T-.. !:::M~

t11?'~S~tey

NEWS
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: thenews@ murraystate.edu
Fax: 762-3175

www.thenews.org

Lance
Lee

"l

CAME TO

Melissa Kilcoyne

THE THRIVING

Editor in Chief • 762·68n

METROPOLIS
OF M URRAY,

Vanessa Childers
Managing Editor • 762·4468

Stephanie Zeller
News Editor • 762-4468

Elizabeth Caweln
Opinion Editor • 762-4468

Janet Robb

COMPLETE
WITH WAL-

MART AND
APPLEBEE'S,

College Life Editor • 762-4468

TO LIVE THF.

Nathan Clinkenbeard

CITY LIFE AND

Sports Editor • 762-4481

GET ME SOME

Andrea Chapman

LEARNING."

Online/Photo Editor • 762·4468

Stephanie Buford
Advertising Manager • 762-4478

Joe Hedges
Adviser • 762-2998
The Murray State News strives to be the University community's source for lnfonnation.
Our goal Is to present that Information In a fair
and unbiased manner and also provide a free
and open forum for expression and debate.
The Murray State News offers a hands·on
learning env1ronment tor ltlose students interested in journalism or other fields relating to the
production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be tree from censorship and advance approval of copy; and, •ts
editors should be free to develop their own editorial and news policies.
The Murray State News Is prepared and edit·
ed by students and Is an official publication of
Murray State University, The first copy of The
Murmy State News is free. Additional copies
are available for 25 cents at 111 Wilson Hall.

contact such as harassment or
stalking, said Public Safety
Capt. Larry Nixon.
Because the site is specifically for Murray State, most peopie receiving the personal
information will be students,
but this may not always be the
case, Nixon said.
Posting personal information
can also provide just enough
information to allow the computer-savvy criminal to steal
identities and money.
Although only Murray State
students and alumni can join
the site, users cannot be certain
there are no risks involved.
Nixon said JI;lOSt h~assmen~
complail).~S
)'ubUs .... Safety ,
receives involve students. ~he
main avenue stalkers use to
contact the victim is the phone.

Making home, room or cell
phone numbers available simply makes unwanted access
easier.
When posting online, students should be wary of providing their Social Security
numbers, street addresses, personal family information or
work locations. Individuals
should also think twice before
meeting someone late at night
or anywhere other than a publie place.
If students think they have a
stalker, they should contact the
police immedi~tely.
"Never live your life in fear,
Q\\t tal<e precautioq,s to prevent
.a _bad .s\tuation," Nixon saicr.
''Using the Internet opens
many doors, aH of which have
responsibilities."

Student gains culture through study abroad

Erin Cummins/The News

1

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board
of The Murray State News. The
editorial board is composed of
all section editors.
How many hours have you
spent on the Murray Facebook
this week?
In the days since its inception, Murrayfacebook.com has
become some students' obsession of choice. While the site,
modeled after national phenomenon The Faccbook, can
be a great way to meet new
people, posting sensitive information online could provide
easy access for stalkers or
other predators.
Posting personal information
could have serious consequences for Internet users,
:including unwanted personal

Other than the two-story
Dollar General store, my
hometown of Scottsville
does not offer many venues
for cultural and intellectual
exchange.
Thus, I came to the thriving metropolis of Murray,
complete with WaJ-Mart
and Applebee's, to Hvc the
city life and get me some
learning. After a year and a
half spent in the cultural
behemoth known as Murray, however, I surprisingly
began to grow disenchant~d
with the seemingly narrow
world view and culture of
said behemoth.
Being a Spanish major, I
naturally wanted to study
abroad, and l did so the second semester of my sophomore year in Segovia, Spain.
I love Mur ray State, but
consider ing the logistical
and financial difficulties of
replicating the entire country of Spain on ~ampus, I
decided I had to pack up
and experience the culture
and lanb"llage on my own.
To grossly understate, I
had an incredible time. Cui-

tu ral knowledge aside, the
sheer amount of linguistic
ability I gained from being
immersed in the language
for three months astounded
me. Having studied Spanish
for about three and a half
years prior to studying
abroad, I knew the basics of
the language, but my conversational and lis!ening
skills became much better.
Living with a Spanish
family also helped my language skills improve phenomenally. I am not saying
I am practically a native
speaker now, but my Span·
ish did improve substantial·
ly. It is as if a psychological
switch fo r the language
flipped in my head.
Culturally speaking, I
learned a great deal as well.
Books and teachers can say
a lot about the culture of a
country, but the best way to
learn is through flrsthand
experience.
For instance, the day-today encounters with real
Spaniards were the best
learning situations. After
being in Spain just a few

days, I quickly realized the
Spanish have no aversion to
using less than formal language on a day to day basis.
The f-bomb (or the jbomb as it would translate
in Spanish) was dropped on
every possible occasion:
mild disgust, t~citcment,
after being cut off in traffic
or while playing soccer.
The Spanish flnd it to be a
very practical word with little sense of the vulgarity it
connotes in English. iJodcr!
Sec, not that surprising in
SpaJlish, is it?
Upon returning to the
United States - or "the
States" as people like to
pretentiously say while
they <trC abroad - I c.xpcrienced much more culture
shock than when I arrived
in Spain. I had prepared
myself for the impact of the
Spanish culture shock, but
nothing prepared me for
coming back to the United
States after three months in
EuroP.e.
•
After coming back to my
small town where Democrats may feel persecuted for

their political views, r fell
into a depression, Living in
a semi-socialist country had
not prep•tred me to return
Lo ihc land of the free and
the home of the brave,
where weapons are bought
and sold \'lith comparative
freedom and where the
homicide rate is quite high- •
cr than that of Spain.
Still, I did learn to appreciate the relative diversity
of the United States after
returning from Spain, a
country made up of almost
all Spaniards and no immigrants.
·AU in all, my experience
was wonderful, nnd it
opened up my eyes to many
dilemmas in the world that
Americans are shielded
from by the media. To
sound like a cliche study
abroad brochure, it was a
life-changing experience,
and I highly recommend it.

T.ance I.ee is a junior Spanish
major from Scottsville.

•Your Opinicn1
Editor's commentary
fashionably incorrect
This is in response to The Murray State News sports editor's
commentary in Friday's issue.
It is obvious Nathan Clinkenbeard has nothing better to do
than critique the fas hion sense of
Bruce Weber, head basketball
coach for the NCAA Tournament runner-up Fighting Illini.
I think Weber (NCAA Coach
of the Year. by the way) should
be praised for his bold outfit and

applauded for wanting to blend
in with the fans, basically saying,
"This is your team, too."
And it's not like Weber pulled
the jacket from beneath the moth
balls just for the title game
either. He has sported the Illiniorange blazer every game this
season when Illinois wore
orange, a year when the "Flyin'
lllini" went 37-2.
1 think it's safe to say that
Weber is a true pioneer in sideline fashion. From now on when
people think of the trendiest

looks pacing the benches, the.
orange blazer will join the presti·
gious likes of Jerry Tarkanian
and John Thompson's towels,
Bob Knight's sweater, Gene
Keady':> hairpiece and Rick Pitino's suits.
At least Weber is more worried about coaching than filling
his wallet by appearing in American Express commercials.
Chris Jung
Senior
Union

i

Write to us
The Murrav State News wel-

comes commentnries and letters to
the editor. Letters should be 300
words or less ru1d must be signed.
Contributors shOuld include
addresse::. and phone numbers for
veritkntiou. Plca.,e incluije hometown, classiticntion. title 6r relationship to the University.
Commentaries o;hould be limited
to SOO words. TI1e Murray State
News rcse.rves the right to e<.lit for
style, length und content.
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The Murray State News invited Student Government Association presidential candidates to submit
answers to questions relating to their plans for the office. Their answers are printed here.

Sense
PRESIDENTIAL PLATFORMS not common
in
society
Candidate brings executive experience, passion
Candidate
One

Scott
Ellison
• JUNIOR
•ST. CHARLES,

Mo.
• BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION MAJOR

•SGA experience: I was a
Freshman Council member
for the SGA. My sophomore
year, I was elected senatorat-large. This year, I served
on the Executive Committee as the treasurer.
• Why are you qualified to
lead the SGA and the student body?
Ever since high school, I
have been working to earn
leadership
positions,
because I feel these roles
have given me the opportunity to help people around
me.
I am very passionate
about this school, and it
would be an honor to be
one of the students representing it. I have been
involved in many different
aspects of this school. and I
have seen it from many different angles.
I have worked for the
Housing Office, SGA, fntraCollegiate Athletic Council,

and, most recently. I was
selected as a Summer Orientation counselor.
• What other activities have
you been involved with that
will better enable you to
lead?
I am about four hours
away from home and I do
not have a car, so 1 very
rarely make the trip back
and forth. I have stayed on
campus quite a bit and have
found many great ways to
get involved.
[ have been involved in
several intramural sports,
Bible studies such as Campus Outreach, and many
events through my fraternity. Working with all these
different
groups
has
enabled me to meet many
people on campus and see
everything this place has to
offer.
• What is the first issue you
will tackle if elected?
I want to help improve

relationships with other
leadership groups on campus. I want to attend other
groups' meetings on campus and invite representatives from other groups to
come to the SGA meetings
to voice any concerns or
suggestions. Once we know
what students want, action
can be taken.
•How will you respond to
tuition increases?
Tuition is most definitely
a complicated issue. I have
had the pleasure of hearing
University President F.
King Alexander speak on
this topic a couple of times,
and he works very hard to
keep it as low a~ possible.
To keep professors at
Murray and continue to
have small class sizes,
tuition increases are sometimes necessary. I would
look forward to talking to
Alexander about this issue
and cqntinue to push th~

campaign to support higher
education to the state senators in Frankfort.
• What do you think the SGA
president can do to combat
the parking problems that
plague the residential colleges?
I would continue to work
with Public Safety Capt.
larry Nixon on that issue. I
do not want to see parking
lots take away from our
great landscape on campus.
We will continue to look
for future parking sites and
come up with other ideas to
free up space around the
residential colleges.
•What would you do differently from your predecessor?
1 am on campus aU the
time, and I just want to be
very available to students
to talk to them and let them
ask questions. I will go to
different meetings around
campus to talk to students
about what is happening.

Service motivates student to run for presidency
Candidate
Two

Joshua
Fulkerson
• SOPHOMORE
• OWENSBORO
• PHILOSOPHY

MAJOR

•SGA experience: SGA Senator for the College of
Humanities and Fine Arts,
Recycling Committee, Corp
Groups: Student Ambassadors, Racer Girls and Philosophy Club
•Why are you qualified to
lead the SGA and the student
body?
I am open, understanding;
compassionate, genuine,
active, patient and intelligent. I understand the students' needs are the most
important. The fact alone
that I am a student and that
every student's voice matters is enough qualification
in and of itself.
• What other activities have
you been involved with that
will better enable you to
lead?
I am an SGA Senator for
the College of Humanities
and Fine Arts. Being an
active senator has shown
me what actually happens
in SGA. I have worked at a

number of SGA-sponsored
events, so I know how much
hard work goes into them.
During the spring and
summer of 2004, I was a
employee
at
full-time
Angels Attic. At Angels
Attic, I had first-hand experience in· serving the community. I worked with a
diverse group of volunteers.
carried furniture, cashiered,
received donations, cleaned
and much more. Working at
Angels Attic really gave me
a chance to give back to the
community, and it was very
humbling.
Being a member of the
DANCE-tigatorsl!!, a nonprofit dance party band,
only increased my connection with the community.
Through the DANCE-tigators!!! my bandmates and I
raised
a
considerable
amount of money for the
Women's Center and the
Organization of Murray Art
Students, increased aware-

ness about recycling here against it. The actions I will
on campus and have met a take would be confronting
lot of fun and interesting the Board of Regents on
the issue and finding alterpeople.
As a computer lab assis- nate ways to lower tuition.
tant in Waterfield Ubrary • What do you think the SGA
and the White College com- president can do to combat
puter lab, I have h;:td a the parking problems that
chance to help many stu- plague the residential coldents with problems they leges?
The parking lot behind
have faced. I practice yoga
at the new Susan E. Bauern- Franklin College is never
feind Student Recreation full, and, by giving Franklin
and
Wellness
Center. residents, who qualify for
Yoga has taught me how to residential college circle
be calm and patient with parking, a special · parking
myself and others.
tag, it will free up many
• What is the first issue you parking spaces. The side
will tackle if elected?
door to Franklin would be
The first issue I will tack- opened to allow easier
le, if elected. would be park- access for residents into the
ing because that is some- building.
thing that can be dealt with • What would you do differently from your predecessor?
during the summer.
•How will you re5pond to
I plan on appealing to a
tuition increases?
larger number of students,
It depends on the reason those who have been
for the increase. If it is jus- neglected, but not neglecttifiable. then so b~ it. If ing those who have been in
not, actions will be taken the forefront.

If common sense is so common,
why doesn't anyone seem to have any
of it anymore?
The phrase "common sense," along
with perennial favorites "common
courtesy" and "common decency.''
are nothing more than outdated oxymorons. Doesn't the fact that we continually bemoan the absence of these
attributes in society
send up a red flag?
Can't you just hear
yourself
now:
"Doesn't
anyone
have any common
sense left?"
Perhaps some day
long ago, sense was
in fact, common,
and people didn't do
things like use electric razors in the ~lolliiiiiR.!~ill
shower
or
cat Elizabeth
uncooked frozen piz- Cawein
zas. The length of
product warning labels probably didn't rival Dickens novels back then.
Now, however. sense is not common, and neither is courtesy or
decency. When someone holds th~
door for you, don't smile and think,
"Way to show a little common courtesy." Instead. smile and think
"Damn! Somebody still has some
manners around here." The rest of us
were raised in barns and this person
is clearly an exception to the norm.
The contradiction of ''common
decency" shouldn't even need to be
explained. Have you watched TV
lately? Not only arc we indecent, I'm
becoming convinced that to work in
certain fields you have to prove you
don't possess a soul.
So, we need to drop the "common.''
But the root of the issue goes a bit
deeper than a simple adjective - we
also need to drop the general assumption that people are good and w,ill
always do, say and mean the right
thing. Sounds quite depressing, I
know. I'm not suggesting you let pessimism take over your life or that you
lose all faith in the human race. What
I am suggesting is tha.t we be a bit
more realistic when it comes to
behavioral expectations.
When someone does something idiotic in traffic, don't question why the
driver lacks basic driving knowledge.
If the knowledge really were basic.
there would never be another fender
bender. And if sense were common,
there wouldn't be any accidents, big
or small.
Assume the guy driving in front of
you is going to do something ridiculous - I think they call that defensive
driving. Assume the person entering
a building before you is going to let
the door slam shut, or press the
"close door" button on the elevator as
you're racing to catch it. Imagine the
absolute most inane thing you could
do with a product and assume people
using the product are going to do it.
Common sense .simply no longer
has a place in the American lexicon, if
it ever did. With its absence so often
to blame for minor and major incidents the world over, we can't go on
calling it common when it seems
more accurately described as an
anomaly.
The need to assume the worst in
people is unfortunate, but just think
about it this way - you can only be
pleasantly surprised.

Elizabeth Cawein is the opinion editor
for The Murray State News and can be
contacted at ecawein@thenews.org.

Presidential iPod
shows true colors

ight

firom
the
horse's
mouth...

T he New York Times.
So what is our fearless
leader listening to these
U you've ever read a teen days? A few you might
magazine, you know one ~ct - country favorites
way to get to the core of a George Jones, Alan Jackson
person's psyche is to exam- and Kenny Chesney - and a
ine their music collection. few you might not, like The
Whose iPod would you Knack's 1979 hit "My
most like to take a peak at? Sbarona" and Van MorBrad Pitt? Britney Spears? rison's "Brown Eyed Girl.''
What about the leader of
Bush also listens to "Centerfield" by former Creethe free world?
President George W. dence Clearwater Revival
Bush apparently not only t"rontman John Fogerty,
owns an iPod, but has it which was played at Texas
stocked with 250 songs, Rangers games when Bush
according to an article in was an owner.

There are a
selections by Texas singer/songwriters, as well.
With Alan Jackson on the
list. one can only wonder if
Bush spends moments of
solitude listening to "Where
Were You (When the world
stopped turning).''

Wendy's to steal
motto from KFC
The phrase "keep your
hands off my chili" has
probably taken on new
meaning for Anna Ayala, a
San Jose woman who found

a finger in her chili at a
Wendy's restaurant last
month.
As of Wednesday, Ayala
was dropping charges
against the fast food chain
because "'the police inves~
tigations, DNA tests. a
search of her home and
intense publicity have been
very difficult for her emotionally.' Attorney Jeffrey
Janoff said," according to
the Associated Press.
Wendy's is offering a
$50,000 reward to anyone
with information about the
owner of the mispiaced

digit. The finger was con~
fiscated and partial prints
were taken to begin a
search. The chain maintains the finger didn't enter
the chili in its ingredients.
Employees present at the
time had all fingers intact.
Maybe Wendy's will consider talking to KFC about
taking "finger lickin' good"
as its new motto.
Seen something humorous,
confusing or outraging on
campus? Let us know. Send
tips for "Straight from the
mouth"
to
horse's
ecawein@thenews.org.
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SGA Elections 2005
Two executive positions uncontested Secretarial candidates
Carrie Pond

more students to get
involved.
cpond@thenl!ws.org
"The students that
turned in applicaMeagan Rogers and LeeAnna
tions show their
Green, candidates for vice president
care and commitand treasurer, respectively, were surment to Murray
prised when the positions were
State through taking
uncontested for this year's Student
the init iative to
Government Association elections.
learn information
Rogers, senior from Murray, said
about the election
one reason she wants to be vice presan d applying for the
ident is because she also wants to
position," she said.
head the Campus Activities Board.
Meagan "I would love to see
"I have been interested in the office
Rogers
an increase in voter
Vice Presidential
of vice president since my freshman
Candidate
turnout. T he Stuyear," she said. "I enjoy planning
'dent Government
events and being involved in the pro- Association represents the student
grams that CAB provides for Murray body. In order for SGA to be effecState students. I appreciate the tive, the students must participate in
numerous opportunities I have the election process and communireceived while at Murray State, and 1 cate their concerns.
hope to help other students enjoy
"I think the best way to increase
being a Murray State student as much student awareness is to cater to the
as I do."
interests of the students," she said.
Rogers said her past experiences "However, this is extremely hard due
with SGA and CAB have prepared her to the diverse student body."
for the responsibilities of vice presiRogers said SGA is limited finandent.
cially, which affects the amount and
"Since my freshman year, I have type of entertainment it can bring to
been involved with CAB," she said. campus.
"Serving (on CAB for two years,)
LeeAnna Green, junior from Maymotivated me to run for an executive field, said she decided to run for the
office.
position of treasurer because of her
"Currently, 1 am the secretary of history with SGA.
SGA and CAB," Rogers said. "There"I've been involved in SGA since I
fore, 1 have experience working with was a freshman,'' she said. "I really
the organization. In addition, I am enjoy SGA and wanted to take on a
dedicated, motivated and determined bigger role. (Treasurer) is a bigger
to serve Murray State students to the position for me, and I'll get to assume
best of my ability."
more responsibilities with this posiRogers said she hopes to take the t ion."
positive characteristics of past vice
Green said previous involvement
presidents and improve upon them and experience in SGA make her a
during her tenure as vice president.
solid candidate for treasurer.
"I have had the privilege of working
"I've been in the system for two
with the past two vice presidents," years now, and I know what to do to
she said. "Nick Rexing and Nick get things done," she said. "I've
Garvin both did an excellent job in learned how things wor~"
their office. I will take my experiGreen said, as treasurer, she will be
1
ences from the past and continue the involved with the Student Life
practices that worked well and modi- Improvement Project, a group that
fy the areas that need improvement." gives money to various student orgaRogers applauds the candidates nizations on campus.
who did apply for positions and urges
"Anything that would help othe~
Assistant News Editor
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offer unique outlooks
Marianne Stonefield
Staff Writer
mstonefie/d@rhrntws.org

Each of the Student Government Association secretarial candidates has
their own plans for the
office for which they are
campaigning.
Brittney Bogard, junior
f r o m
Murray,
said she
decided
to run fo r
SGA secretary
after serving on the
Campus
Activities
Board as
the chair- '---ri-t-tn::/_e
_ _..J
8
person of
8 og
the InnovSt.-crctary
ative Acts
Candidate
Committee. The lAC brought
events like the Art of Kissing, Wax Hands and the
CD Booth, which was held
in the Curris Center Tuesday, to campus.
"I love what I do," Bogard said. ''I love being there.
I love the people. I want to
do something that's more
of an influence to the student body and to try something a little d ifferent.
"I know how to organize
and put things together,"
she said. "All of these
things have prepared me
to be a leader."
Bogard said while serv··l
ing on CAB, she has
attended meetings with
the International Council
to try to promote diversity
thr ough SGA-sponsored
events.
As secretary, Bogard
JAt
said she wou ld work on
finding people to volunCollege otBuliDea aDd Public Afl'ain (3)
teer at SGA's special
BrlcaVan~
events.
.... .-.art
"It's hard to find ... peo·
Robe,tt 'f'riJM
ple to help out when
lellll'J~
they're needed." she said.
Bogard said her fond~Of~O>
ness for meeting new peoNocadldld• ~
ple and personable disposition make her a strong
ofJiealth SdeDces and Hnman S«tkee (1)
candidate.
Mlchaellft:nlm
"I fee l like I have a really welcoming personality,"
of~ aod Pine Arli (3)
she said. "I have a lot to
offer."
Emily Just, senior from
Louisville,
chose to
run
fo r
secretary
to continue
her
involvement
in
SGA du rher
ing
final year
studying
at Murray
Emily Just
State.
Secretary
J u s t
Candidate
serves as
senator-aHarge. was a
freshman senator for SGA
and has performed secretarial tasks in other organizations.
"(The secretary is)
behind the scenes but still
has the ability to get things
done," she said. "I'm very
qualified and ready for all
the challenges that go
along with it. I feel like it's
L-_....,_....,__ ___._ __.................__ _.____........_.....__._ _ _........_ _ _ _ __....,_.__.....J · a job that supports the

L---------"""'
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organizations on
campus, I am all
for,"
she
said.
''That's our main
job - to help the students."
T he low number of people running for positions
this year surprised
Green.
"I really was
LeeAnna surprised, especialGreen
ly (by the low number of applicants)
Treasurer
for the executive
candidate
positions," she said.
''We had two positions, vice president and treasurer, go uncontested.
Many people usually apply, and
rarely do those positions go uncontested."
· One possibility for the recent lack
of interest in SGA could be a decline
in the education of freshmen about
what the organization does, Green
said.
"I think it all starts with the fresh·
men," she said. "(Before), fres hmen
would hear about SGA during orientation. We would tell them what SGA
was all about and how they could get
involved. We don't do that anymore.
We need to boost up from the beginning."
Green said she thinks education
about the organization is important in
attracting students to events SGA
offers.
"Adverti&ement is important," she
said. "We put fli ers up, but I think we
shou ld try to reach the students by
going to more organizations and
encouraging participation. It's easy to
put up a flier, but it's more effective
to actually talk to people."
Green said she hopes more students
will become involved in SGA.
"I really enjoy SGA, so I wish there
was more participation," she said.
"It's a great way to make connections
and meet new people on campus. It's
great for people who want to be
involved and form relationships with
those on campus."

..
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Executive Board."
As secretary, Just said
she would listen to student concerns and pass
them on to decision makers, but inc reasing school
spi rit is her primary goal
as secretary.
"The main thing we
need to work on is ...
developing a feel of community within Murray
State where people would
support organizations and
sports," she said. "People
just go here to go to
school."
Just said she is enthusiastic about the chance to
be secretary.
"I'll bring a fresh outlook on what SGA needs
to do and how we can help
Murray State,'' Just said.
'Tm really excited about
this. It's something I've
always wanted to do."
Marshall Welch, senior
f r o m
Mur,ray,
serves as
senato r
the
for
College
of
Scie n c e ,
Engineering and
Technology. He
said he
w 0 u 1 d Marshall
Welch
like to be
Secretary
secretary
Candidate
to work
I
more with CAB.
"The secretary is not
only in charge of roll and
attendance but is also
involved in CAB. which is
where I want to f(.lCUS my
time and energy because
that's kind of the breadwin ner of SGA,'' Welch
said.
Some problems Welch
said he would like to work
on include communication
with the student body,
attendance at sporting
events and parking.
"Parking is always an
issue," he said. "It's a No. 1
priority fo r students (and
organizatio ns). I would
really like to see a bigger
turnout for athletics."
Although the task is difficult, Welch said the SGA
should bring more musical
acts to campus.
"It's hard to make
promises,'' he said. "It's
har d to say you're going to
bring someone and it not
go into (realization)."
Welch said SGA likes to
bring lesser-known musicians like Kanye West,
Jason Mraz and Emerson
Drive to campus. h ll t he
also would like to see
Nickel Creek perform
another concert at Murray
State.
"Other than that, we just
try to pick up as many
(acts) as best we can,''
Welch said.
He said SGA is unpopular with students, and he
would like to change that.
Said Welch: "Anot her
objective is to increase the
popularity through aware. ness ... as well as to unify
the campus to allow students to listen a nd communicate
with
each
other."

s Visit us online at wwwJhenews.org
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Firearms part of students' lifestyles Amendment offers
University fo rbids

financial assistance

!G~~h~o~:;.~~·:h:o7~;

"When the application of
deadly force is appropriate
it is especially important to
anyone considering a perschool shootings, high mit," Dillon said.
, crime rates and, to top it all
He said there are very few
off, two young men who times when deadly force is
lived five minutes away acceptable.
from my house in Louisville
"You can't say you were
were shot and killed when aiming to wound for a
they walked up on a drug defense," Djl)on said. "If
deal in a Days Inri parking ynu shoot, it's to kill."
lot," Baker said.
ln short, a CCW permit
Baker said he considers holder must be sure. they
carrying
a
concealed arc choosing to carry for
weapon part of his lifestyle. the right reasons.
He compared having a con"I have a decent life; I'm
cealed firearm to an insur- finishing my education,"
ance policy or having a Logan Raker said. "1 have a
spare tire in his vehicle.
wonderful girlfriend. whom
Having a CCW permit is a I lov'c; I just bought my first
personal decision that house, and I don't want to
requires serious thought, have my life cut short
Baker said. Many CCW per- because of some punk who
mit holders are secretive would rather kill me than
about their permits.
get a citation for selling
John Dillon, professor of drugs.
journalism and mass com"But, if you carry a conmunications, also has a cealed weapon, you are
CCW permit.
obligating yourself to a
He said the right to pro- huge responsibility," he
tect one's self is inherent to said. ''Your intentions must
everyone, but the decision be pure. No one should
to get a permit is something carry to be cool. I certainly
applicants should take seri- do not act more cocky or
ously.
arrogant (when carrying
"Getting my permit was concealed.)''
ultimately a question of if I
Row CCW permit holders
wanted to be on the side of hide their weapons and
the law or not," Dillon said. when and what they can
"There were times when I curry arc issues that will be
wanted to carry concealed, discussed in part two of this
but 1 didn't have the permit. series.

WASHINGTON (AP) The
Senate
agreed
Wednesday to make sure
federal employees serving
in the National Guard and
Reserve do not lose pay
when they are activated.
lt also agreed to expand
benefits for families of soldiers killed, regardless of
whether
the
deaths
occurred in combat.
The measures were
added to an $80.6 billion
emergency spending bill
to fund the wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan and other
costs.
Tuesday, Republicans
defeated a proposal to add
$2 billion for veterans'
health care. But. on
Wednesday, several members of the GOP majority
vt>tcd to go along with
Democratic proposals.
The amendment to make
up the salary difference
for federal employees activated for National Guard
or Reserve duty was
approved in a voice vote
after a Republican attempt
to derail it failed, 61-39.
The Senate bill will have
to be reconciled with a
$81.4 billion version of the
bill the House approved in
March.
Sen. Dick Durbin, D-111.,
said about 120,000 ·U.S.
government employees

Concealed Carry
Will Braatley
Contributing Writer
Editor's note: This article
is the first in a three-part
series o} articles on concealed carry.
Much has been written
and debptcd on gun control
' and firearm law!:.
One controversial law is
the allowance of law-abid' ing citizens to carry a concealed deadly weapon.
College students may be
l
surpnsed to learn there are
quite a few CCW permit
holders around.
Kentucky state law for·
bids the carrying of deadly
weapons with or without a
permit on college campuses, hence the signs on all
Murray State buildings.
Since Oct. 1, 1996, Kentucky statutes have allowed
the Kentucky State Police
to issue CCW permits in
accordance ~th the regulations..
Logan Baker, senior from
Louisville, 'has had a concealed weapons license for
one year and two months.
He said he first begap to
consider acquiring such a
license for his protection in
high school.
•"Thi~ was the era of

serve in the Guard or
Reserve and, when activated, they lose an average of
$368 a month, which is
why they don't reenlist.
But Sen. Ted Stevens, RAlaska, said Guard and
Reserve members understand the financial implications of enlisting. Paying
federal employees their
full salary would make
them higher-paid than regular service members,
which could harm morale,
he said.
Durbin's office said
making up the pay difference would cost about
$170 million over five
years.
For soldiers who die in
combat zones, the Bush
administration proposed
an increase in death benefits. Sen. John Kerry, D·
Mass., won a voice vote to
extend higher benefits to
include soldiers whose
deaths are not combatrelated.
A Republican effort to
set Kerry's amendment
aside was defeated, 75-25.
The Senate bill would
give Bush most of the
money he sought for fighting wars, though the total
is less than the $82 billion
he requested. Republican
Senate leaders hope to ·
pass the bill by next week.

Calloway Gar den/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray,KY 42071
753-8556
TOO 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One· and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
I
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.- noon
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

·~e;f 1Jtllfl Gt11t1~ In 1'bWn'
APRIL SPECIALSll
-<lll, Lube & Filter Change ...........•. $ 15.95 +Tax

,

, Each of Our 3 Limos Offer
• Televisions
• DVDNCR
• Custom-Made Bars
• 10-12 Passenger Seating
Check us out on the web
www.parisluxurytimousines.com

Custom-nuule ror Mother
Onh:r T>c<uiiiiW is April 27

I ,t't'

.It'\\ t•lr'

\rt i~~~n~
5115 0 N. 121h .st.
Sc1unH!

Uni\'~raity

i!ifl - 1141

Our low rates include unlimited
mileage, driver's fees, and
applicable taxes.
For more information call us at
(731) 642-2838

p_jpl~
..!:t}/H/li'/JI'A< ... ~.1'2WfC

(up to 5 qts. oil)

•Front Brake Pad Replacement ........ . $89.95 +Tax
(most cars & light trucks)

•Cooling System Flush ..... . .......... $89.99 +Tax
(most cars & light trucks)
Call Or Stop By Today/ (Please present coupon - Expires 4130105)

llfi'Cert!fie!l
1:1
~~~o.Y.-Hacu~

B vandon
1

1

~
~ fyH@l
l:.:::d ~

Cadillac • Pontiac • Buick
1300 N. 121 By.Pass • Murray • 12701 753·5315- 18001455·5315
www.ltrMI....._toworld.ee~B

GRATULATIONS RN
NEW GRADS
Start your professional Nursing Career at Saint Thomas Health Services, the area's
largest faith-based healthcare system. At our facilities you'll find a customized orientation
and established preceptor program, giving you guided steps to reach your highest potential.
Contaa one of our Nurse Recruiters to learn about our benefits, including:

Competitive Salaries • First Day Health Coverage • O nsite Fitness Cente r
Flnt Day Retirement Match • Free and Convenient Parking
Current Opportunities for RN New Grads:

D

Baptist Hospital
A-o(Solloc_._s.,..a,

• Average crtdit (uut
• Presently

Employed

• 100~ lunn, 1111 mnnl'Y
• rlexible, forgiving pmgralll
• ExceJicnt fixed rate • 30 yr.

rg

Contact: Vera Payne
Phone: (61 S) 284-4494
vera.payne@baptlsthospital.com
• Internal Medicine
• Orthopedics
• Respiratory Care
• Observation
• Cardiac
• Post-op Surgical

DA-f(----

Middle Tennessee
Medical Center

Contact: Rajayna Riley
Phone: (615) 396-4293
rajayna.riley@mtmc.org

• Pediatric with Med/Surg
• Surgical
• Emergency
•ICU
• Telemetry
• Well Baby Nursery
EOE
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.Mozz explores self-esteem
issues through dance
Elizabeth Fields
Staff Writer
cfields@the.news.org
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Josh Watkins, freshman from
Hopkinsville, performs in The
Mozz Dance Company's presentation •Me, Myself and 1' in Lovett
Auditorium Sunday. The group
also performed shows on Friday
and Saturday.

••
t

Some see self-esteem
as a fragile thing, and the
Mozz Dance Company
took
audiences
through all of the stages
of its highs and lows during the group's three
performances last weekend.
"Me, Myself and I" explored the feelings
involved with issues that can build and
destroy self-esteem, something many students face every day.
The difficulties of living with society's
.~x pectations, struggling with physical
· appearances and discovering one's personal
identity were among many topics Mozz
members expressed through dance.
Mozz, which Murray State alumna Karsia
Sl~ughter,:_ tomaed, is known for it$ cgnt~
porar y ideas and interpretational themes,
but, after Slaughter graduated in May 2004,
the group's future was questionable. The
other members were not sure who would
step up to fill her position.
Steve Saunders, junior from Murray, was
appointed the new artistic director and
developed this year's self-esteem
theme.
Every year the dancers choose a
theme that explores an issue they
feel is important in society. The
performances in "Me, Myself and
I" frrst portray how self-esteem is
destroyed and then how someone
can recover and restore their selfesteem.
Saunders was not the only member who had more responsibility
this year. Bailey Murphy, sophomore
from Crestwood, was chosen to
c horeograph the dances.

"I had a chance to (choreograph) in the last
show for two dances," Bailey said. "But, this
time. I was choreographing three by myself
and helped with two others."
Mozz dancers started practicing and
putting dances together in mid-February
and worked throughout March to prepare
for opening night Friday.
"Steve (Saunders) came up with it all, and
I think that everyone was really pleased and
willing to follow his lead," Murphy said.
Leigh Ann West, sophomore from Hopkinsville. said she also thought Saunders did
a good job of st~pping up to the challenge
of bringing his ideas to life.
West said the dancers were
effective in expressing feelings in
the performance because they have
the ability to step in other people's
shoes and reflect how they really
feel.
~~~rom

Paducah), Bailey and Steven all'have
a real talent of showing all of their
emotions on their face while they
dance," West said. ''It really helps the
audience see the feelings.''
Paige Adlich, junior from Murray, went
to Sunday's performance to learn more
about Mozz and what it does. It
was the fJ.rst time she had heard
of the dance company and
was excited to see a performance different from
traditional
dance
recitals.
"I
think
these
dancers arc doing a
really good job expressing themselves," Adlich
said. "These are all
things that people have
to deal with every
day."

I
T

(Above) Members of Mozz Dance Company pass a
microphone around to introduce themselves during
the performance Sunday.
(Right) Leigh Ann West, sophomore from Hopkinsville, and
Steve Saunders, junior from Murray, perform 'Out of My
Mind,' an interpretive dance about the impact of losing a
relastionsbip and how it may lead to suicide.

THE QUAD SQUAD by Robert Duckett

R\J~\

p_U~~~~s\
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THERE IS A RABID
BEAST LOOSE!

RUN!
RUN!
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This Week

Diverse group discusses issues at Round Table

•Friday
Wtc::hcock Night
7
p.m.,
Murray
Christian Fellowship, free admission,
1508 Chestnut St.

JanetRobb

•Saturday

Murray State officials and
administrators have worked
to improve diversity on cam·
pus through many different
initiatives.
T he Round Table is one
such gro up. S.G. Carthell,
director of the Marvin D.
Mills Multicultural Center
and director for AfricanAmerican Student Services
and Ethnic Programs, started
the group at Miami University of Ohio and brought the
concept to Murray State
when he was hired in 2004.
..When I came here, the
diversity I saw with students
was a little bit fu rther
advanced than it was at
Miami," he said. "So, my
rationale for starting it here
was a bit different that it was
there."
Carthell said the program
Rashod Taylor/Tilt' News
was about getting students
LaMonica Hunt (front), senior from Paducah, discusses campus issues at the Round
together at Miami because
there were real issues con- Table, a campus initiative to improve diversity while Jessica Lynn, freshman from
cerning differences, but, at Lou1sville, and Geco Ross, sophomore from Paducah, listen.
Murray State, students inter· students
on
campus,"
"Oftentimes the adminis- student ambassadors for the
act better on a one-on-one Carthell said. "The goal is to tration doesn't really have administration and students,
basis even though there are have representation from dif- time to e:\-plain all the details he said.
some similar issues.
ferent areas, whether it be to everybody," Carthcll said.
Don Robertson, vice presiThe Round Table is com- white,
African·American, "The guests arc given the dent of Student Affairs, spoke
posed of 20 students who Hispanic, Asian. (gay, lesbian, opportunity to discuss and at one of the meetings and
meet the req uirements of bisexual and transgender) or explain what they do and pre- plans to attend the remaining
having a minimum 2.75 GPA physically challenged."
sent to the Round Table meetings to gather infor ma·
and wanting to be at Murray
tion.
He said another component issues they are working on."
State, he said.
is to give the group opportuThis way, when students go
"It will be a great resource
The group meets monthly nities to learn about what out to get feedback from for me in terms of feedback
to give feedback and discuss goes into running an institu· other students about the from students, particularly
issues and problems on Mur- tion by inviting members of issues discussed. they know (from) a very diverse group
ray State's campus.
the administration to speak at why the administration docs of students," he said.
"It's made up of a mix of all the meetings.
certain things and can act as
Robertson said the group

College Life Editor
jrobb@thenews.org

'Alpha Gam' BUng
11 a.m., Poker tournament, $15 for T shirts, $10 to play, Tshirt is not included,
Beshear Gym

•Sunday
Joint Senior Recital
2 p.m., Debra Lan-

ham, clarinet and
Lori Lanham, percussion, free admission,
Performing Arts Hall

,•Monday
SGA Voting Begins
9 a.m., Voting ends
Wednesday at 9 a.m.,
visit campus.murraystate.edu for a
link to the ballot

Murray Madness
5 p.m.. Cookout. slipand-slide,
W hite
College
6 p.m., games, free
cream
and
ice
lemonade, introduction of SGA candidates, Hart College
8 p.m., MurVegas All
Stars, Winslow Dining Hall

•l\tesday
Recital
8 p.m.• Woodwind

Chamber
Music
Recital, free admission,
Performing
Arts Hall

•Wednesday
AJJ.:Campus Sing
4:30 p.m., free admission, steps of Lovett
Auditorium

Elizabeth cawein
Opinion editor

Concert

8 p.m., President's ,
Wihd Ensemble, free
adtnission, •Lovett
Auditorium

•Aprll22
Artists• Reception
6 p.m.• "Dy•nam•ic,"
Lauren McAdams,
show oi>en until Sunday, Clara Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts
Center

•APdl2~
Kappa Ball 2005
7:30 p.m., $7 single
and $12 couple in
advance, $10 single
and .$15 couple at the
door, Kenlake Resort
Hotel

represents the diversity on
campus and thinks it will be
very beneficial to students
and administration.
"It's a group we can bounce
ideas. off that (the administration) is thinking about doing
that might benefit students,"
he said. "It will tell us what
students like and don't like."
Robertson said some of the
issues they have already discussed include parking,
increasing hours for Waterfield Library and a variety of
other factors concerning
campus life.
"I think it's a program the
students have embraced,"
Robertson said. "They see the
value in it when they come
with good ideas and questions."
Chantel Lambka, sophomore from Dickson, Tenn.,
has attended two meetings
and said the Round Table has
made her think about some
things she has never considered.
"It opens your eyes to what
is not happening (on campus)
that should be or something
really good that's going on,"
she said.
Lambka said the Round
Table is an open forum for
student discussion.
"It's a good idea and works
really well," she said. "I get to
meet people I've seen around
campus but never spoke to
until now."
If students are interested in
being part of the Round
Table and meet the requirements contact, S.G. Carthell
at 762-6836.

Skillful guitar, vocal talent evident on 'Simple Romances'

• Thursday

,.,

9

ecawein@thenews.org

Music Review

Someone once said if you
want something done well,·
you have to d o it yourself.
Murray's own Cellar Door
put this maxim to the test and
proved its accuracy with its
sophomore re lease, "The
Simple Romances That Kill
Your Best Friends.'' T he band
wrote, produced and mixed
the album in its Murray stu·
dios.
A hybrid of the vocal style
· of Coheed and Cambria and
the instrumental sounds of
Taking Back Sunday, the
album is nothing if not a victory for the local music scene,
with a professional sound and

courtesy
Door
presentation rivaling that of a
major label production.
From the opening chords of
the first track, "Two Wrongs
Not Equal to a Right," to the
final notes of "Eyeliner and
White Knuckles," the album's
main strength is clear. The
guitar playing throughout
every track of "Simple
Romances" is skillful and, at
times, inspiring, particularly

when the listener is treated to overly repetitive in rhythmic
riffs such as those in "Being patterns and tempo, a fate
Hit by a Moving Train." ·
sometimes befallen by metal
In addition to the sheer dis- bands. An album is a musical
play of instrumental ability, novel, and each chapter in
the style of guitar play varies "Simple Romances" is disfrom track to track. Jn some tinctly its own, from tempo
places, its intensity feels com· and tone to emotion, mood,
parable to heavy metal band vocals and lyrics.
Papa Roach. Du ring other
Lead singer Shane Smith's
tracks, the style feels Led vocal work is at times eerily
Zeppelin-esque, such as in the similar to that of Coheed and
opening bars of "Being Hit by Cambria lead singer Claudio
a Moving Train" as well as Sanchez in tone, range and
the conversation between general sound. This similarity
guitar and drums in "The fades with the occasional
bout of screaming, which
Angel that Fell to the Dirt."
The a lbum's second major could be nixed with no
strength lies in this stylistic regrets from many listeners.
variety and the ease with . The screams bring nothing
which the band transitions significant to the music. With
from track to track. None of such strong vocal talent and
the 10 tracks on "Simple even a few sporadic but well·
Romances" are identical or done harmonics, the screams

only serve to distort vocal
clarity.
Unfortunately, the similarities between the two bands
begin and end with vocal
quality. The main lesson Cellar Door could take from
Coheed and Cambria is quality lyricism. Songs like "Love
is a Four Letter Word" string
together one lyrical cliche
after another, from "candle
wax and fl ower petals" to the
song's very title. With such
potent musical ability and talent, the lyrics are often a let
down, t he only missing variable in an otherwise amazingly well-balanced equation of
rock'n'roll.
The official release of"Simple Romance" will be April
29, celebrated by a concert in
The Curris Center Stables.

COMPLETE FORMAL WEAR
HEADQUARTERS

"- .ffld~)~

'l.abpG!') •

Formal Wear, Limousines and Vans
304 Main St. • Murray • 759-5000
Wedding:;, Proms, Banquets, Birthdays & Amzitwsaries
l-888-FOR MRJS
1·888·367-6757

Toll Prcc Nationwidt:
www.mrjsladyjs.com

1·888·9LUXURY
1·888·958·9879

For advertising info,
ca114478.

What-'s Your Next Move?

TTING
Lookfor our lotion and product specials!
Shampoo, Cut, and Style $24

Bring a friend and save!
Get a month of unlimited tanning when you

TAN 2 for $50
!Please call for additional details)

811 N. 12th St. # A • Murray, Ky • 759-3343
MSU Student Discount

Extended Tanning Hours

Graduate Study at MSU!
·

You~II be aheaa of the game! - - - -

To learn more about our Masters and Specialist degrees, log onto the MSU Homepage
at www.murray.state.edu and dick on Prmpecrh·e Srudems/Grudualt~ Studies!
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Laughter, steppin' echo through Beshear Gym
women and dating.
B Cole, from Chicago, just
pdishon@thenews.org
finished writing, directing
and starring in his second
The former Boy Scout film. His comedic style
Museum got a taste of urban stems from growing up in
flair Friday as Showtyme Chicago as well as observEntertainment presented ing events going on in the
professional
comedians nation and the world.
Denny Live and B Cole for
Murphy said comedians
the "All Star Comedy are only one form of enterShow."
tainment the organization
Tiffany Murphy, senior has tried to book. Showfrom Louisville and mem- tyme also has sought out
ber of Showtyme Entertain- performing acts, hip-hop
ment, said the student orga- artists and musicians from
nization was formed to pro- other genres.
vide inexpensive, entertainThe show was a part of
ing programs different from Showtyme's "Tha Weekend
what is normally offered on '05," the organization's first
campus.
weeklong celebration.
"We basically try to have
Mykeia Thomas, junior
big stars come to (Murray from O'Fallon, Ill., has been
State)," Murphy said.
a member of Showtyme for
Murphy said booking more than three years. This
Denny Live and B Cole was was the first year the organot difficult because they nization provided students
have performed at college with activities for an entire
campuses nationwide.
week, she said.
"Both comedians knew
"Tha Weekend '05," conabout Murray State and tinued with the "All Star
knew it was a good opportu- Stomp Fest" held in the fornity (to perform here)," mer Boy Scout Museum
Murphy said.
Saturday. The step show
Philadelphia
resident brought together chalDenny Live, known for his lengers from numerous uniappearances on BET's versities in the western
ComicView, has a sense of Kentucky area, including
humor based on his obser- Murray State's chapter of
vations of relationships, Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Inc.
Phllllp Dishon
Assistant College Life Editor

Each performance was
judged on precision and
crowd appeal. Cash prizes
were awarded to the toprated step teams.
Thomas said the step
show had the largest
turnout of any of the week's
events.
"Without the (students)
we reach, we wouldn't have
this organization," Thomas
said.
She said the organization
always has a really positive
response from students
who attend Showtyme's
programs.
"Overall, people generally
support Showtyme Enter·
tainment," Thomas said.
"People love what we do."
However, she said Showtyme hosts the events for
everyone on campus, not
just black students, and the
organization is always trying to encourage a more
diverse audience for every
event.
"We would really like
everyone to come out and
support Showtyme Entertainment," Thomas said.
Monica
Montgomery,
junior from Louisville,
attended the step show and
other Showtyme events
throughout the week.
Montgomery said she

wanted to be a part of the
week-long
celebration
because the events were
diverse and unique.
''I know the members of
Showtyme Entertainment
and the list of events (was)
good," she said. "I
think (the organization) brings
something
different.
They bring a
different vibe
to the campus."
Mykeia Thomas
said Showtyme Entertainment hopes to continue providing a variety of
programs for students without having to charge a high
admission.
"Expect the unexpected,"
Thomas said. "Because you
never know what we are
going to do (next)."
T ravis Chambers, junior
Omega Psi Phi m ember
from the Univer sit y of
Tenn essee at M art in,
p e rforms in •All
Star Stomp Fest'
Saturday .

Michael Mcldurine/7he New~

- - - - - - This Week in Entertainment - - - - - • Albums

• Box Office

• Songs

• DVD

• Books

L The Massacre
50 Cent

l .Sabara

1. Candy Sbop

1. The Da Vinci Code

2. Guero

2. Sin City

SO Cent featuring Olivia
2. Hate It Or Love It

1. The lncredlbles
(wldeKreen)

Beck
3. The B. Coming
Beanie Sigel
4. Pleasure and Pain

The Game featuring 50 Cent
3. Since U Been Gone
Kelly Clarkson
4. Obsession (No Es Amor)
Baby Bash
S. Lonely
Alcon

3. Fever Pitch

....

4. Guess Who .

ll2

S. Beauty Shop

S. Nowl8
Various Artists

t

Source: Billbo.1rd.com

2. The lncredibles
(pan and scan)
3. Finding Neverland
(wldescreen)
4. Fat Albert
5. PIDillilg;N~
(pan and scan)

J
Source: movies/nytimes.com

Source: Billboard.com

Premier Mini Storage
All Sizes Available NOW!

Source: Billboard.com

• Web site

countyoursbeep.com
Dan Brown
This Web comic by Adri2. Revenge of the Sltb
an Ramos. follows a little
Matthew Stover
girl named Katie and her
3. Ya·Yas in Bloom
sheep, Shjp. The comic first
Rebecca Wells
started June 11, 2003, with
4. Honeymoon
the introduction of Katie
Ja.mes Patterson and Howard trying to fall asleep by
Roughan
counting Ship. Check out
S. Satur day
the archives to read the
Ian McEwan
#OlY, ~ the beginning.
There is also a link to other
Source: n~ times. com Web comics on the site.

What's your scholarship?

.

753-9600

...

Students, why drag all your stuff home
and back again? Store your stuff!

Indoor Climate Control
Now taking summer reservations!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rates from $12 Monthly
Air Conditioned Units
We rent U-Hauls
Controlled access
On site manager
We sell Boxes

•
•
•
•
•
•

Video Surveillance
Pest Control
Behind Goody's
No Deposit required
Open seven days a week
Across from The Big Apple!

Find your scholarship opportunities
at our re-launched Scholarship Channel.

Ask about lower rates on New Upstairs Units!
Premier Mini Storage • 644 N 12th St. • Murray

www.hillsborocompanies.com

r----------------------------------,
:Free Padlock When You Move In!:

i ·Premier Mini Storage

!

:

:

Coupon good through May 31 , 2005

L----------------------------------~
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powered by:
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Students, faculty hit·the courts
Tyler Moore

elimination 2-on-2 tournament, the sole purpose of winning,
each team paid a $5 entry fee. they did look forward to an
tmoore@thenews.org
Games were played on half- entertaining and competitive
court and lasted 5 minutes.
game.
University President F. King
BSC planned the event to
:reams played hard against
Alexand~r and other adminisraise money for future pro- the opposing teams, but the
trators faced off on the basket- grams.
primary focus of the players
ball court Wednesday evening
"Last semester, we had an was to have a good time on the
in a Black Student Council- auction in order to raise money courts.
sponsored event.
"The fmal game was really a
for the March of Dimes, so, this
The tournament featured a semester, we decided to focus test of our communication
game between Alexander, Don on next year's events and raise skills," said Lakilia Bcdeau,
Robertson, vice president of some money," Wood, junior graduate student from LilStudent Affairs, Paul Radke, from Jackson, Tenn., said.
bourn, Mo. and member of
Many of the players involved team CLB, referring to her husdirector of School Relations.
and Jonathon Oliver, admis- in the tournament shared band and partner. "We both
sions counselor.
Wood's excitement.
really love sports. and we are a
"I think it is really neat that
Katie Kemezys, sophomore newlyw ed couple, and we
they arc involved with students from Fairview Heights, Ill., thought that this would be a
and w hat is going o n on cam- entered the competition so she great test for us."
pus," Elizabeth T hornhill, could have fun.
The tournament ended in a
freshman from Sheperdsvillc,
"I really thought that it would tie between the Third Coast
said. "It was neat to see them be a lot of fun and that many of Soldiers and CLB teams.
play.''
Third Coast Soldiers memthe teams wouldn't be , too
The 2000 movie "Love and crazy," Kemezys said.
bers were Jeremy Davis, graduBasketball" served as inspiraTo prepare for the tourna- ate student from Birmingham,
tion for the first "For Love and ment, Kemezys and her part- Ala., and Tombi Bell, Murray
Basketball
Tournament," ner, Scott Ellison, junior from State women's assistant basketwhich featured 26 co-ed teams St. Charles, Mo.. practiced on ball coach.
competing in Carr Health.
their own but did not do any"We battled hard, but in the
"The intramural basketball thing substantial.
end I think that the guys forgot
game developed because of the
"We both shot around a little they were playing with girls,
movie ' Love and Basketball,"' on our own, and we figured and they just kept fouling,"
Launa Wood, BSC president that would be enough," Bedeau said.
said. "I thought that is was a Kemc:r.ys said. "We figured a
Although the tournament
pretty cool idea and that we lot of the teams would be just ended in the top teams tying in
could dcfmitely do a spin off of like us."
the final round, for Bedeau and
it here."
While Ellison and Kenezys other par ticipants it was a
To participate in tile single did not go into the event with enjoyable experience.

Staff Writer

Agostini

Jeremy Burris, freshman from Dyersburg, Tenn., guards Tombl Bell,
Mur.ray State women's assistant basketball coach, during a rouna of the
Black Student Council 'For Love and Basketball Tournament.'

Student Government Association
Positions Available!
Applications for Senate Chair Positions:
• Election Ways & Means
• Uni versity Affairs
• Publication and Public Relations
(Web Page Manager)

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATIO.N, CAL~

762-6951

64I
CLUB

Applications for Student Judicial Board
Applications due Monday, April 25 at,.noon,in,the SGA office.

'

Head South for the coldest beer & best burgers!
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
10 a.m. - 3 a.m.
(Sunday open 1 p.m.)
Pool Tournaments
Cash Prizes!

SS pitchers Monday

Take that short drive, you will be glad you
did! We want your business--college
students are always welcome!
Every night Is a party!
Located off Hwy. 641

s. • 731-247-5794

STEPHANIE'S
Ca6aJ'Ill,
Open Monday - Saturday
Noon- 3 a.m.

Nightly Specials I·
Come see our dream
·team of entertainersl
340 l Clarks River Rd. • Paducah, KY.

.
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Students 'shack' up in Quad to learn about homeless life
JanetRobb
College Life Editor
jrobb@thenews.org

This time, weather did
not stop students from
building Shack City.
After postponing the
event from April 6 due to
bad weather, Murray State's
chapter of Habitat for
Humanity went forward
with its fund-raising event
Wednesday.
Chuck Hulick, professor
in the College of Education
and chapter adviser. said
they built the shacks despite
the chilly weather and wet
ground.
"We (had) between 10 and
15 teams,'' Hulick said. "The
residential colleges made
this a spirit flag event."
Along with raising money
for Habitat for Humanity,
he said. the teams had a
chance to win prizes for
odginality and creativity.
Hulick said lhc group has

grown in both size and
activities since 2004.
"We're working with the
local Habitat (for Humanity) and have a house fully
enclosed," he said. "With a
year behind us we've broadened (our chapter)."
Megan Polk, freshman
from Madisonville, said she
participated in Habitat for
Humanity in high school,
and Shack City is her way of
volunteering at Murray
State.
"T hadn't heard of (Shack
City) until I came here," she
said. ''It's a neat idea and a
way to get money , and
knowledge at the same
time."
R1cky Agostin17he News
Polk said she is involved
Members of the Clark Residential College Council use duct tape and cardboard to construct walls during Habiwith the group because she
knows people who have tat for Humanity's Shack City Wednesday. Students bad the option of sleeping in the shacks overnight.
long as it did not rain.
benefited from the houses building a shack for White homeless) situation lives."
showed up to build shacks
Vaughn said her team
Tyler Parrott, sophomore Wednesday.
Habitat
for
Humanity College, it was a fun learning experience.
used their cardboard pieces fwm Paducah and chapter
builds.
Said Parrot: "Given the
Cija Vaughn, senior from
"I think it is kind of neat to build around a tree trunk vice president, said he wor- weather and short notice, 1
Paducah, said even though to do,·• she said. "It shows for their shack for stability ried people would not feel we did a good job raisfrknds talked her into how someone 1iving in (a and planned to sleep in it as showing up but 10 groups ing monl'Y for Habit."

Earn Free Groceries
Every Time You Shop With Your 1-2-3 REWARDS.. Mastercard'
If's easy to apply!
p,,-k ur ; IHochtHC

"'store toclay or c 111 1 HOO·KROGER-6

:,r l'tS!I W'.\'N ••OgPrprrsonalllll.Jnce com

HOl\IE OF TilE SPECIAl~ BEAN ROIJ~
UNIQUE MEXICAN FOOD • DELI SANDWICHES
C;\JU.N SPECIALS • SALADS • SOUPS • BARBEQUE

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-

WHOLE PORK
TENDERLOIN

99

MOIST & TENOE~

KROGER BRAND FROZEN FOOD
IUIOOER IIIUD,
PIE IHIUS 011
TOPPINGS

KROOIII
011

....,..,...,...,....
........

lb
KROGIR ~ OR

KIIOOEII IMTRIU,
DllltllRJ OR

I'OTATOES

...,_,b'lll!:la,._
II 'OTPIU

IOGfol.pt
·
---

uu:....

WHOLIMILK

0

/o

(Pfolfk Gallon)

"'1"

KROGER

ii '279

II

OR MILK

Sldm, 1%, Chocollll, AcldolpiiiiUI,
48 Ptu1, Fll Frtl or Buntrmllk

(Piullc Gallon)

•

lb

SWEET YELLOW
OR WHITE CORN

FRESH
CATFISH FILLETS

NtwCrop

_._s359

BECOME THE LEADER
YOU WERE BORN TO BE.

12 oz pkg

FermRelnd

lnTheHutk

•

RED GLOBE
SEEDED GRAPES
-c.o

•

lb

•139

_,"

ii

31bpkg

12 or cans

4 ss s399
..,.en

II

lor

MARIE CALLENDER'S OR
SMART ONES ENTREES
Ataorted VarletiH Frozen
(6-Nozpltg)

lb

BIG K 24 PACK
SOFT DRINKS

each

400/.0

BANQUET
DINNERS

]C

';;;:

OFF

U

Assorted V1rleUes Frozen
(11.75-12 oz Pkg)

IIIGUU.II MTAIL

SWEET
TEXAI.tUIIBO
1015 ONIONS

• 7~~

FUJI OR GALA - c..
APPLES
Wuhlngton Stale

KROGER BAR OR
SHREDDED CHEESE

-c...

•

Auorted Vert.tilt

(8ozpkg)

99

•

KROGER DELUXE
ICE CREAM
or Sherbet Anortlld Flavor•
(114 oz c:tn)

lb

3:5
• 2:4

ii

.as-

KROGER BUNS

Hot Dog or llamburQe (I ct pkg)

KROGER WHEAT BREAD
Auorled 1/arictln (20-24 oz loaf)

. 2:4

KROGER
NOVELTIES
Selected Va~letlta
!4-16 ct pkg)

Use Your Degree
amy alii aled« Ia Ala. Allir oopltlq Bnlc Comblt lr•rJnt
Clllldllu lllllltllllllil Ot$ lrllilt llr 14 llltks 1111 IIIII
lllllllll .. llrallasic Cnii.Alll8ft'clr, ,..1M~
Soldie!.ll ~ lndlrllld tllrnftl If lilt udaft.
To lind tiiiiiiOit.lislt COAIUIY.COM/UC$1 or uii·SOO·IISA-AIIItl.

liS I

Where: Paris, TN Recruiting Station
When: Mon - Fri 9a.m. - 7p.m.
Who: SGT Jason Culver 877-348-0801

For Your
Future
For Your
Country

M&MIIARSOA

PAMPERS
MEGA

NESTLE CANDY BARS'
Selected Varleuta
!10 c:t p8Cic)

.as:.

Dlepera or Easy Upe
(33-84 c:t pkg)

W"'O•nl

•

$1199

TMIIAO

EFFECTIVE APR

MURIMV, llV
WESTERNIIMONEY
UNION TRANSFER •

--

each

DW., OUY1 ZEST, IVORY
SAFEGUARD OR HERBAL ESSENCE
Selected Verletles

(4-12 ct bar) or (8.4·48 oz pkg)

II ~s1

KELLOGG'S
CEREALS
Selec:ted Vllfletlta
(12.2·25.5 oz box)

0 II 2. ss

COCA-COLA
2 LITERS
SprUe, Diet, Regular
or Caffeine Free

II

10~0
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Event raises money for relief
port the relief efforts," Natalie
Talbott, senior from Paducah,
said.
Talbott said she also attended the event to enjoy the interaction between the cultures.
The main focus of the event
Tyler Moore
"I decided to come in order
was
to
r
aise
money
benefiting
to
learn more about other culStaff Writer
tr?toore@thenews.org
the relief effort for the Dec. 26, tures and really just for the fun
2004, tsunami victims. The of it," she said.
Katie Adams, freshman from
I nternational food and fun tsunami killed more than
300,000
people.
Pewee
Valley, said, although
added to the South Asian
"(The
South
Asian
Council
she
received
extra credit to
Council-sponsored Multiculand
Thai
students)
have
been
attend
the
event,
she would not
tu ral Night as the group raised
committed
to
the
tsunami
vichave
missed
it.
money for the tsunami relief
tim's cause since the beginning
''This really is a neat way to
effort Friday.
of
the
semester,"
Rao
said.
learn
about the foods of other
"We thought that the conUntil
now,
he
said,
many
of
cultures
and about different
cept of a show with food sam·
the
ir
efforts
have
gone
unnodances
and
entertainment that
pies from around the world
ticed.
they
take
part
in," Adams said.
would be the best way to get
"The
main
strategy
has
been
While
it
was
important for
people to be aware of the won·
to
place
fund-raising
boxes
students
to
walk
away
from the
derful cultures from the world
(around
campus)
and
have
a
event
feeling
like
they
helped,
and to raise money for the peo(ew
auctions
for
people
to
give
Gautham
Rao
said
the
event
ple of South Asia," Gautham
money."
Rao
said.
was
about
so
much
more.
Rao, council president and
He said many people did not
"I hope that, because of the
graduate student from India,
take
advantage
of
previous
event,
students are more aware
said.
fund-raising
effor
ts
because
of
what
is going on in the world
T he event featured food from
they
really
didn't
know
where
and
that
we provided them
Germany, India, Thailand,
the
money
was
going,
but
that
with
a
chance
to think on a
Korea, Cypress and other counwas
not
the
case
Friday.
globe
scale,"
Rao
said. "But I
tries. Students performed mar"
I
really
wanted
to
come
out
ultimately
hoped
that
they had
tial arts, music and dances after
and
do
all
that
I
could
to
sup·
fun."
the feast.

International food helps
with tsunami effort

Erin Cummins/The News

Graduate students Tantiwa Sangkaw at, from Thailand, Ramakanth
Ananthoji, from India, and Maulikkumar Shah, from India, serve at the
Multicultural Night Friday in the Curris Center Theatre.

r-----------------------,
sun star Tanning

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Deborah Rossi, Owner
506 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-0505

:
Bring in this ad and gee unlimited
1 canning for $21 (package regularly $JS)I

L-----------------------~

HOLLVANNAH'S
9190 Hwy. 641 N. • Puryear, TN 38251
(next to Minute Mart)
~

731-247-3111

.

~ON BII&C:H

Tann jng & St-orage Rental

tl!i~!e!
Hours

Shop In a relaxed atmosphere,
cookies & coffee are always "on"l
Gifts i Gift Baskets • Consignment Shop

Mon. • 'l1u'S.
8 a.m. - 10 P.m.

Monday - Friday 10 a .m. - 6 p .m . • Saturday 9 a .m. - 1 p.m .

c::loled &..-.

FH. & Sat.
8 a.m.. 9 p.m.

812 Whitnell Drive
Murray

753-3333
753-3853

NeW & Used Compact Discs
Car Stereos To Fit Any Car And
AnY- Budget - Custom Installation

##/~E JL•~~
..LAU:liO

Sunset Boulevard Music
16081-fwy. 721N . tJYPASS

?67-0045

1109 Chestnut St. • Next Door to Wendy's
Hours: Monday- Saturday, 10 a.m .-6 p.m.
Phone: 753-01 13

Call for an appointment

yift Certificates /Ivai/able

Ezell's

Cosmetology /f\~
Sehoot
•

}

tJ.\v;r
11'!:1 ;
~~

MSU Students
Receive 10% discount!
Look your best from head to toe with

hairstyles, highlighting,
manicures, and pedicures!

Come In for a new look!

504 Maple St. • 753·4723
Monday • Friday 8 a.m. • z:~o p.m.
Classes av01foble tn Cosmetology & l11s1ruclor Tro1mng

PC DOCTOR

2005 Ford Escape
and Other Great Vehicles!

I'MSICK

•House Calls
• Component upgrades
•Software UPQ1'3deS

•Repar
• •Speed 1ncreases
• General Maintenance
• Home Netwo~s installed and setup
• Custom boil! Computers
• Virus Removal
• Popup'sremoved
•Custom buill Databases
• System and Network Coosulting

PC DOCTOR
Murray, Ky.
270-226-9577

~

I CAUGHT

Is your super fast computer
running slow? Does it take
all day for your computer
to boot up? Is your computer
slow going from Web page
to Web page?
20 years experience with
Computers. Graduate of University
Of Louisville. Classes include A+,
Net +, MCSE. MCDBA. Access.
SQL Server. and VisuaiBasic.net.

the_pcdoctOI@charter.net

$500 cash bonus
All new offer for college and trade school students, recent grads
and graduate students

Play Ford's ''define your prize" giveaway!
What would you do with $10,000?
Plus, enter for a chance to win cool prizes instantly!
Visit www.fordcollegehq.com to play.

e

LINCOLN

MERCURY

college student

purchase program

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. A PURCHASE Wlll NOT INCREASE YOUR CHANCES OF WINNING. lEGAl RESfOENTS OF THE SO UNITED SlATES (D.C.) 18 YEARS AND OLDER.
VOfO lN flORIDA AND WHERE PROH,I8ITED. Promotion ends 6/30/2005. For Official Rules. prize descrlptions and odds disclosure. visit www.fordcollegehq.tom. Sponsor:
Ford Motor Company, One American Road. Dearborn, MI 48126.
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Sports Editon Narhan Clin.kenhcard
Assistant Sports Editor: Brittany Henfro

Phone: 762-4481

Tiger proves
his dominance
with Masters win
When was Tiger ever gone?
I want this question answered
because I don't understand how the
media can ask if Tiger Woods is back.
Just because he had failed to win a
major since the U.S. Open in 2002
does not mean the guy sucks. Tiger
was on top of the World Golf Rankings throughout his drought until
Vijay Singh recently knocked him off,
but Tiger only dropped down to No.

2.
Since when did
being the second
best player in the
world happen to
be
not
good
enough? I guess it
isn't good enough
if your name is
Tiger Woods.
Well, now Tiger
is on top of the
world rankings
once again, and he
has a fourth green
Nathan
jacket to add to Clinkenbeard
his
collection
Sports Editor
after a brilliant
Masters victory last weekend.
I'm sure not a single golfer on tour
doubted his ability because they all
knew how good he is. During the
weekend, Tiger was able to show
everyone else he was the same old
Tiger.
Following a 2-over-par for the first
round, Tiger was frustrated because
he thought he played well. He had
played well, but a few unlucky breaks
did him in on a soggy Augusta National.
This only seemed to light the fire
under Tiger as he shot a 6-under for
his second round and continued his
determined play the same day, inching closer to leader Chris DiMarco.
When Tiger left the fairways of
Augusta. he was within striking distance .of the lead with several holes
left to be played.
I woke up late Sunday morning and
hit the Masters Web site to find Tiger
had played incredibly into the lead by
three strokes. When I went to bed, he
was down by four, but I was not really surprised bccau~e it was Tiger.
DiMarco staged a Sunday charge of
his own, which Tiger overshadowed
with his unbelievable chip shot on the
16th bole. I can't begin to understand
the undulations the greens at Augusta
present, but Tiger made it look like it
was nothing.
His shot actually stopped right next
to the hole until, with the slightest tilt
of the Earth's axis, the ball dramatically fell into the hole. I was the only one
in my house to see the ball go in
because two of my roommates buried
their heads when the ball stopped. I
yelled at the top of my lungs. "It's in!"
and we celebrated a little bit better
than Tiger and caddie Steve Williams'
uncoordinated attempts at high-fives.
With that chip-in, the Masters was
over. It didn't matter if DiMarco sent
the match to a playoff because Tiger
~ was going to win.
Maybe the other golfers on tour are
getting better, but one thing is for sure
- Tiger is still the best player in the
game.
He's not back; he's been here all
along.

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor of The Murray State News, e-mail
him at nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.

Ricky Agost ln/T/w News

Junior designated hitter Chaz Ebert bunts a ball in the Thoroughbred's weekend tlnale Sunday against Eastern Kentucky.

'Breds bounce back after loss
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

Bouncing back from an extra
inning defeat at the hands of
nationally ranked Evansville
Tuesday, the Thoroughbreds got
back in the win column with a 53 victory over Arkansas State the
next day at Reagan Field.
The 'Breds led the Purple Aces,
who were ranked as high as No.
27 in the nation fn one poll, going
into the bottom of the ninth but
could not shut the door as Evansville tied the score with a home
run. The visitors came back in
the lOth inning with three more
runs to escape with a 6-3 win.
Arkansas State came to town
Wednesday as junior pitcher Jake
Ociesa threw six innings, allowing three runs, one of them
earned. Ociesa struggled with his
control at some points of the
game, giving up four walks, but
got the outs he needed at the
right time for his third win.
''Jake (Ociesa) kept us in the
game, and I was really impressed
with Michal Perconte," Head
Coach Rob McDonald said. "He
had good command of his pitches
and made a nice fielding play."
Both teams got on the board in
the first inning as Arkansas State
scored a run on three hits. The

Erin Cummins/The Ne1vs

Senior pitcher Craig Kraus strikes out a Colonel hitter as third
baseman Alex Stewart gets into position to field the ball.
'Breds evened the score in its half
of the inning when senior first
baseman Clint Griggs singled
home junior designated hitter
Chaz Ebert, who had walked to
lead off the inning.
In the top of the fourth inning.
Ociesa quickly retired the first
two Indian hitters, but Griggs's '
fielding error opened the way to
a two-run inning for Arkansas
State.
Griggs would atone for his
error in the home half of the fifth
inning as he lasered a ball down
the right field line for a base-

clearing two-run triple. The
'Breds scored three runs in the
inning as Griggs's team-leading
29th and 30th RBis of the season
gave Murray State a lead it would
never relinquish.
With his 2-for-4 day. Griggs
became the fifth 'Breds hitter to
stand at the 300 mark for batting
average. The top five hitters in
the lineup have at least a .300
average.
Freshman pitcher and infielder
Michal Pcrconte relieved Ociesa
in the top of the seventh and
threw three perfect innings.

allowing no bascrunners. Perconte used 41 pitches to mow down
the nine Indian hitters he faced
for his first save of the season.
The Thoroughbreds added an
insurance run in the seventh
inning when Ebert singled home
junior shortstop Phil Lopez.
An offensive turnaround this
season has seen the 'Breds hit for
a .293 average. compared to
2004's .268 mark. Opponents hitting more than .300 against the
'Breds staff in 2004 magnified the
season's dismal average.
"Last year, Co;1ch Mac had us
hitting the ball on the ground and
putting runners on," sophomore
secona oaseman Seth ffudson
said. "It has grown on us this
year, and we're really starting to
do the things he wants us to do."
Saturday marks a return to
Ohio Valley Conference play as
the team travels to Morehead for
a three-game series against the
league-leading Eagles. Morehead
State has yet to drop a game in
league play and leads Murray
State by 1.5 games in the standings.
The teams start a doubleheader
at 1 p.m. Saturday and conclude
the series at noon Sunday. The
'Brcds will look to a revamped
offense and consistent pitching
to climb closer to Morehead
State.

Final tune up for conference proves valuable
another stepping stone
for the team as it heads to
Assistant Sports Editor
brenfro@thmews.org
the Ohio Valley Conference tournament next
Finishing
just
six· week. In her 11 seasons as
strokes behind the Uni- head coach, Milkman has
versity of Kentucky's won six OVC Champijunior varsity squad, the onships.
women's golf team drove
"I thought we played
its way to second place at well, especially in the
the Eastern Kentucky ftrst and last rounds,"
University Lady Colonel Milkman said. "As a team,
Classic last week.
we're getting better, and
Kentucky scored 312, this is still a learning
305 and 313 for a com- process that helps us get
bined 930, while the Rac- excited about OVC."
ers shot 305, 320 and 311
Seniors Santic Koch
for a 936 at the par-72, and Nikki Orazinc placed
6,193-yard
Arlington first and second for the
Country Club golf course. Racers. Koch tied for secHead Coach Velvet ond overall in three
Milkman said the tourna- rounds with scores of 77,
ment in Richmond is 76 and 74, and Orazine

Brittany Renfro

finished fifth with scores
''It motivates us when
of 77. 75 and 77.
we reach our goals," Koch
"We've been talking a said. "The conditions
lot about playing three were tough at EKU, and
good rounds," Koch said. we played our best in the
"At EKU we had two worst weather of our the
good rounds and one that tournament, which gives
was not bad but could us confidence for the
have been better."
upcoming tournament."
Next on the agenda for
Five of seven Murray
State golfers placed in the the women's golf team is
top 20. Junior April the OVC tournament,
Steenbergen fmished 13th which the team will be
with scores of 72, 85 and defending for the third
83, while junior Ilka straight year.
l.oubser and sophomore
"Winning is obviously
Christi Baron tied for our main goal for confer18th.
ence," Koch said. "The
Sophomore
Camilla team has been focusing
Loeveid scored rounds of on the course and the dif80. 84 and 88, and sopho- ferent shots to hit in
more Lauren Hughes order to play our best."
scored 86, 86 and 89.
Velvet Milkman said

every team will come to
the tournament ready to
play, but she is looking
for Jacksonville State,
Tennessee Tech and
Eastern Kentucky to play
especially well.
"We will approach the
OVC tournament like any
other tournament, going
in competing for the
title," Milkman said. "We
have the talent and the
drive. We just need three
consistent rounds to be
competitive with the top
teams in the OVC."
Samford will host the
OVC Championship golf
tournament
starting
Monday at the Burningtree Country Club in
Decatur, Ala.

The Sports Line•••
Murray State Events

TV Events
Tonight: ESPN2 @ 7 p.m.

Saturday: ESPN @ 6:30 p.m.

Today-Sunday: M & W Tennis

Saturday: Baseball @ 1 p.m.

MLS Soccer
D.C. United at Columbus Crew

NBA Basketball
Nuggets at Rockets

Centennial Sportsplex
OVC Championships

Allen Field
Murray St. at Morehead St.

Saturday: WGN @ 1 p.m.

Sunday: ABC @ noon

Saturday-Sunday: W Rowing

Monday-Wednesday: M & W Golf

MLB Baseball
Mariners at White Sox

NBA Basketball
Cavaliers at Pistons

Oak Ridge, Tenn.
SIRA Championships

Decatur, Ala.
OVC Championships
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Family fishing
trip ends well
after rocky start

Women's tennis team
increases record to 8-1
in league competition
BobHengge
Staff Writer
bhengge@thenew$.org

After dropping two straight
matches last week, the women's
tennis team bounced back with a
vengeance with back-to-hack
wins against Eastern Illinois and
Austin Peay Sunday and Monday.
With the victories, the team
improved its record to 13-6 overaU with one blemish on its 8·1
Ohio Valley Conference record.
Freshman Whitney Robards
was pleased the team finished
the way it did and thinks the
women are in position to bring
the OVC crown to Murray.
• "It was a great way to end the
regular season for us," Robards
said. "We played really well in
both matches and couldn't be
peaking at a better time going
into the conference championship this weekend.
"We feel that we have a great
chance to win it all this weekend
in Nashville," she said. "We just
need to focus on the task at hand,
and there's no reason why we
can't come out on top."
In the victory over conference
rival Austin Peay, the Racers
dropped just four games in the
match.
In singles play, sophomore
Anna Lask won at No. 1 singles
over Jessica Hawk 6-1, 3-1 when
Hawk retired after the fourth set.
Senior Jaclyn Leeper won at
No. 2 singles over Isabel
Rzeznicze 6·0, 6-0, and senior
Jennifer Ward won at No.3 singles over Alana Carere 6-0, 6-0.
Sophomore Christina Hall won

at No. 4 singles over MacKenzie
Kurth 6-0, 6-0, Whitney Robards
won at No.5 singles over Jenica
Proctor 6-0, 6-l and junior Tami
McQueen won at No.6 singles by
default.
In doubles play, Ward and
sophomore Casady Pruitt won at
No. 1 doubles over Carere and
Hawk 8-1 in the eight-game pro
set while Lask and Leeper won at
No. 2 doubles over Kurth and
Rzeznicze 8-0. McQueen and
Robards won at No. 3 doubles by
default.
"We are playing well at the
right time of the season," Head
Coach Co,nnie Keasling said.
"The matches against EIU and
Austin Peay allowed us to finely
tune our games for the upcoming
Ohio Valley Championship.
"We feel that we are as good as
anyone in the league and that we
very easily could have gone
undefeated in conference play,"
she said. "All we need to do is
focus and play hard, and we will
have a great chance to earn
another conference title."
The Racers will be looking for
its fourth OVC Tournament
championship in five years. The
team won the title in 2001, 2002
and 2003.
The tournament begins today
and ends Sunday at the Centennial Sportsplex in Nashville.
Tennessee-Martin holds a onegame lead in the women's leag\IC
conference standings, and the
Skyhawks are undefeated with a
9-0 record.
Murray State will look for a
rematch with Tennessee-Martin
as the Racers lost to the Governors earlier in the season.

This past weekend was the best
fishing weekend for my family and
me, or so we thought.
.
We had signed up to be in the
Moose Lodge Crappie Tournament
at Reelfoot Lake in western Tennessee and stayed up late the night
before to prepare our boat and get all
the supplies so we would be ready to
go early the next morning.
We bad three teams including
mine, which consisted of my oldest
brother Jimmy and me. The other
two teams were my brother Kris and
his friend Todd and my dad and his
friend Jim.
When
we
woke up on the
morning of the
tournament, it
was
a
little
foggy, and we
hoped the fog
wouldn't stick
around for long
as it would affect
how we traveled
the

Jon

Anna Lask, sophomore from Louisville, serves in the match

against Eastern Kentucky April 2. The women•s tennis team
won S-2 and will continue play at the OVC tournament.
'

Rowing team faces tough Creighton squad in St. Louis
DanTepe
Staff Writer
dtepe@thenews.org

The Murray State
women's rowing team
participated in the Washington Invitational Sunday in St. Louis where the
Racers finished with a
solid performance.
Other schools that
competed in the invitational were Washington
University in St. Louis,
Creighton,
Creighton
Rowing Club, University
of Missouri and Saint
Louis University.
Creighton was the team
to watch and did not
show many weaknesses
throughout the competition, winning six of the
seven races and finishing
second in the only event
it did not win.
Sophomore
Elaine
Schaad
noted
the
longevity and depth of
the Creighton program as
something , the Murray
State program could
strive to achieve.
"Creighton is a large
program and have had
their coach there for a
while," Schaad said.
"They are a program that
we can aim ourself at."

1 008 Chestnut St.

Showumos on U1e unermn
WWW.IIOIIVWOOd.COIII

24-Hour Information Line

753-3314

MSU STUDENTS
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WIJI. . .SIIDBQII.

...-rm•-.srcmPta
[$4)

-

Michael Mclaurine/The New:.

Members of the varsity four team of the women's rowing team compete April 2 in Murray State•s
Racer Regatta. The team competed Sunday at the Washington Invitational and wUI race today
through Sunday in the Southern Intercollegiate Rowing Association Championships.
The • Racers finished
second in three races. In
the varsity eight race,
Murray finished with a
time of 5 minutes. 43.07
seconds, which was just
more than five seconds
behind the first-place
Bluejays.
Murray also placed
second in junior varsity
four and lightweight,
which raced together,
and the varsity four race.

RENT YOUR MOVIES
AT THE MOVIES

ANY TWO RENTALS
MONDAY - THURSDAY
FOR $4
(DVD;YHS;YIDEO GAMES)
FOR VIDEO INFORMATION
CALL 753·8084

In the novice eights,
the Racers sustaine4 the
lead for the first half of
the race but let it slip
away to Creighton. Murray fmished with a time
of 6:14.15, 27 seconds
behind the Bluejays and
five seconds behind the
second-place Creighton
Rowing Club.
"We did really well and
our
times
have
improved," Schaad said.

"Last year, we finished
fourth and fifth in this
competition, and, this
season, we had some second place finishes."
Murray State Head
Coach Bill McLean said
he is impressed with the
direction the team and
program are headed.
"Our program has gotten a lot faster," he said.
"A number of coaches
came up to me this week-

end and said, 'You guys
have definitely increased
the speed of your program.' We're definitely
making inroads. We are
very good, and I'm very
excited about this team."
Murray State will compete today through Sunday in the Southern
Intercollegiate Rowing
Association
Championships in Oak Ridge,
Tenn.

a long
Holden
ride across the Outdoor Columnl'it
lake, we finally
found the big ditches we have practically 'memorized from years of fish ing. Once in the ditches. I figured we
could go faster because there was
nothing we could hit.
Well, I guess someone else had the
same idea because, about the time I
gassed it, we hit some large waves
that caught me by surprise. The boat
got away from me. and we went
around a big curve pretty roughly.
While I was trying to regain control of the boat, I heard Jimmy yelling
at me, but I thought he was just being
the typical big brother and yelling at
me for making a mistake. I turned
around to see what he was saying
and, boy, did I g<.~t a surprise.
My brother was dangling off the
side of the boat with only one Jeg still
onboard. My brother had lost his balance when I got control of the boat
and began to fall in the water, but 1
quickly pulled him back in and cut
the motor.
If you have an older brother, you
know what came next. Yes. that's
right, I heard about my mistake all
day.
Once we got calmed down after all
that drama, we restarted the motor
and slowly made our way to our hole,
but before we got there, we realized
we had lost two of our poles. So we
had to turn back around and find
them in the fog. It was a good thing
we had not gone very far because the
poles were nearly underwater when
we found them.
The rest of the day went rather
well with only a few problems until
we realized we were only catching
some small crappie and didn't think
we were going to place in the top five
at weigh-in.
We continued to fish anyway
because, hey, we had already paid the
entry fee, so why not? We arrived
back at the ramp at 1:40 p.m. and had
to rush to the weigh-in area, barely
making it.
After the weigh-ins were done, our
three teams had placed second, third
and fourth, not too bad considering
what we went through that morning.
We were treated to a steak dinner
at which we were awarded prizes.
Everything was OK after it was all
over, except for my brother nagging

me.
Jon Holden is the outdoor columnist
for The Murray State News. e-mail
him at jholden@thenews.org.

SZECHUAN, HUNAN, & MANDARIN CUISINE • EAT-IH OR TAKE-OUT
OUR BANQUET FACilllY HAS THE AMBIENCE YOU REQUIRE fOR ANY
SPECIAL PRIVATE RJNCTION!

BIGGEST & BEST BUFFET IH TOWN!
•APPrnZERS
•SouPS

•CRAB RANGooN

•GENERAL Tso's
CH1Ck£N

•COCI<TAJL SHRIMP
•SAUD BAR

•HONEY CHICKEN
•HOT PAH CHICk-

•SUsHI

•CHICkEN OH A

STICK

EH

•IC£ CREAM

•STEAl(

•BBQ RIBS
•MUSSELS
•DESSERT BAR
638 N. 12TH Sr. BETWEEN GooDv's AHD OFFICE DEPOT • 753-3788
MONDAY- THURSDAY I 0:30A.M.- I 0:30P.M.
fRIDAY & SATURDAY 10:30 A.Ht.- 11 P.M. • SuNDAY 10'.30 A.M.- 10 P.M.

I
Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE.
I Located inside Wai-Mart.
.
I
I
I CoupOn must be prcsen10d for redernotJOn.

1111111111
'.l',t,Hlltl

6\)

I
I
I
I
I

L------ ---- - .
C 2005 Blockbuster Inc.
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Final tournament begins today
for men's tennis team at OVCs
BobHengge
Staff Writer
bhengge@thenews.org

With three matches on .;onsecutive days against Eastern
lllinois. Austin Peay and Tennessee-Martin at the beginning
of the week, the men's tennis
team had a chance to work out
any kinks before this weekend's
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament.
By defeating Eastern Illinois
4-3 and Austin Peay 4-1 before
dropping the fmal match of the
regular season to UT-Martin 25, the Racers finished the regular season with a 4-13 overall
mark and a 3-5 conference
record.
Conference foe EIU led the
Racers 1-0 after doubles play
Sunday, but the Racers battled
back to win four of the six singles matches to take home the
victory.
Freshman Yuri Pompeu's No.
3 singles win over Ryan
Blankenbaker, 6-2, 5-7, 6-2,
proved to be the deciding factor of the match.
In the final home match of
the season Monday, held at the
indoor courts at Kenlake State
Resort Park, the men closed the
door on Austin Peay, winning
three of the four singles matches and the doubles point 2-1.

"It was good to close the
home season with a victory,"
sophomore Clayton Clark said.
"We weren't sure we were
going to play because of the
weather, but we were glad to
get the chance to play and
happy with how we performed."
The team ended on a losing
note, dropping the final regular
season match to TennesseeMartin 2-5.
"We know that we have the
potential to be a contender,
and, if we play next weekend
like we are capable of, I don't
see why we can't be in the mix
of things," Clark said.
The Racers won two singles
matches and took one of the
three doubles matches against
UT-Martin T uesday.
In singles play, junior Fadl
Zamjaoui won at No. I singles
over .Gustavo Anzola. 6·3, 6-2.
while Yuri Pompeu won at No.
3 singles over Ben Hatchwell 62,7-5.
In doubles play, senior Chris
Morgan and Zamjaoui won at
No. 1 doubles over Gustavo and
Adolfo Anzola 8-5 in the eightgame pro set.
Samford finished on top of
the OVC standings with a perfect 8-0 record. Morehead State
dropped one game in the
league but finished with a 19-3

overall record. tops in the

ovc.
By winning two out of its last
three matches. the Racers •
moved into seventh place in the
conference with its 3-5 mark.
The Racers passed Austin
Pcay and Eastern Illinois in the
standings with its victories
over the teams.
Head Coach Mel Purcell said
he is happy with the way his
team finished out the spring
campaign, and, by winning a
couple of its last matches, the
team is going into the tournament with some momentum.
"1 think we closed the season
pretty well," Purcell said ... We
didn't end on the best note, but
winning two of your last three
matches against quality opponents is a strong way to head
into the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament."
Purcell is optimistic going
into the OVC Tournament and
thinks his team needs to dig
deep and find its stride on the
court.
"We just need to focus on our
goals and play the way we are
capable of playing," he said. "If
we do that, then we should definitely be competitive this
Ricky Agostin/The Nf'ws
weekend."
Yuri Pompeu, freshman from Sovacaba, Brazil, returns the ball at pracThe tournament runs from
tice. The men's tennis team will begin its ftnaJ tournament today at the
today to Sunday at the Centenconfer ence championships In Nashville.
nial Sportsplcx in Nashville.

"ungry cBear
CRsstaurant

Saturday, April J16

~

'Fun ceenter

JACK TRIPPER 10 P.M. • 2 A.M.
(formally Hoosier Daddy)

,
J

Come hear the band 4GVN tonight
from 6 p.m . .. 9 p.m.
Saturday. April 30

WOLFMAN & THE PACK I P.M.· 1 A.M.

OPEN SIX DAYS
A WEE K

Sing or listen to Karaoke tomorrow
from 6 p.m. - 9 p.m.

closed on Wednesdays

Call 759-5648 for more details.

1310 Main St.

200 S. 4th St. • Murray. Ky.

753-7641

.

••c:gooct Cf'ood Bl Cf'un f'or 'Everyone..

CAMP wow~J:.~

• Comprehensive
Exams for Glasses &
Contact Lenses

LOOKING FOR I SUMMER JOB?

fJ.1i

ktllllel4 "

~e~!

feel "" d\fttrefte8
~ ~\to,ttct\0, voq l j . Custom tgHomd relief for;
I

At Calloway County, ChirQproctic, oor
approach to totol bodY wellness will '
keep yoo cxtive and energized. Don't let

• Whiplash • Heodaches
• Lower bQdc, hip or leg pain
• Nedc. shoulder or arm pain
n:...~.o

• '1:1'"

__,__

_ L __

mu~, nu~ss

pain keep yoo from enjoying the cxtiv~
• Sciatica
ties yoo love. Oliropra:fic adjustments
con bring yoor body bock to its natural
slate, improving your body's balance,
performance and energy - at ~rk and
at ploy.

1625 Hwy. 121 N . • Murray
Just up from the RSEC

~tnt

WOW it no~ hiring G..n.ra\ C.oun..tor6, Ar~
IMtrtl'tor, Food ~rviu 'PU~Gn~. C.ha\\tng• C.Ourte/
fl.4pH C.Ourw ~ia\ltt. ~fl• ln~trtl'tor. 'Poo\ Diru tor
(W$1). and E.MT/ t\ea\th ~r• C.Oordln.ator.

Some benefits you will receive as an
employee of Camp WOW are:
A £Y.ptrltnu and ~•um• qualification
A Fru ~om and f>oard for tht tntlrt .ummtr,
lnc.\udlng ~u~nd• (\aundl"f
fac.t1itiu avai\ab\t)
A Fru c.trtiftc.ations In First Aid, C.'PfZ.
and Wftguarding
A Dtn\op tasting frttndshlps

tt

753-6100

Dr. Scott Foster

Waat to stay Ia MaJrnay?
Eajoy WOa'kbag wltb kids?
Weelleadsolf!
Tlaeaa Caaap WOW Is loa' you!

CHIDODD
-'CTIC
1'\ r
1'\f\

For more Information caD (270) 753-4382 u•
ask for CoUeea "DiDker" Jlnderson or visit ou
website at - .campwow.net.

• Treatment of Eye
Infections
• ·Walk-Ins Welcome

-753-5507
EYES &EYEWEAR

Dr. Douglu W. Payne

I

In Olympic Plaza, Next to Los Portales, Murray

Take a look at our large Selection
of Designer Frames and Sunglasses:

Guccl
kate spade

R A LP H

Armani

Tommy Hilfiger
BURBERRY Valentino
RALPH LAUREN

..Q u ality Eyecare

fo r t h e Entire Family."

The Purple Building
Leeder Bottom
Highway 45 & 1241
Co ...~ ... ~~L u•~ •e~uaes!
Babydoll's Cabaret Review!
THEY WILL ROCK YOUR WORLD!
Must be 21
Monday - Saturday 5 p.m.-1 a.m.
270-534-0333 • 270-293-2069

10¢ off any Cream ice beverages! Offer expires May 6, 2005.
• Hit CIIOcolatl
• Iced Lane I Moclll
• car.et Mlccllllta
• Tam Cllal
• Wllltl Cllocalltl Moclla
•C..Cina
. Pastry Items: Assorted bars, muffins, danish, cinnamon rolls, & cookies!

Come find out what our coffee of the day is!
Open: Monday - Friday 7 a.m. - 11 p.m. & Saturday - Sunday 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Located in Hart Residential College • 762-5333
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Intram.utal Soccer

Flood

Standings
(as of Wednesday)
CODegeMen College Women
Hart

2-0 Hart

2·0

EUubeth 2~ Regents
Richmond 1-l Springer
Clark
1·1 Richmond
White
o-2 Elizabeth

2-o
1-1
1·1
1-1

0-2 Hester

Heater

J1ratendtr
~

3o.O
AXA
3.:.0
»tE
2.()
TSA·~ 2-o
Al'O
1·2

n

1-2

Daab~

1-2
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1-1

White

0-2

Clark

o-2

Sorority
BWA

m

AIA
Af.A
AOD

MeD'siDclepenc1eDt
Polka Kings
a..o
!Iizabeth B
o-1
Kqpa Sigma
0..1
courtesy of Intramural Office

Weather to blame for intramural soccer postponements
Sarah Schardeln
Contributing Writer
Inclement weather has forced
the rescheduling of five days'
worth of intramural soccer
games in the last two weeks.
Nick Garvin, office worker and
supervisor for intramural athletics, said the office canceled this
week's games because the field
was too muddy for soccer.
"Playing soccer would really
mess up the field, plus it is almost
impossible to play soccer when
the ball is stuck in the mud," said
Garvin. senior from Murray.
The April 6 and 7 games had
been postponed but· were played
Sunday. In the residential college
men's games Sunday night, Rich·
mond mond College defeated

Hester College 6-4.
Hart College blanked White
College 6-0, and Elizabeth College destroyed Clark College 8·1:
Elizabeth and Hart both have
undefeated records of 2·0 and
will face each other for the
league lead Sunday night.
During the women's residential
college games, Hart, Elizabeth
and Richmond won by shutting
out their opponents, and Regents
took down Springer College 4-1.
Regents and Hart stand on top of
the league with 2-0 records.
Alpha Sigma Phi and Lambda
Chi Alpha lead the fraternity
division with records of 3·0.
However, Sigma Phi Epsilon and
TSA-JPN, an independent team.
also are undefeated at 2-0.
'
Because Pi Kappa Alpha could

not come up with the numbers
required to play, it forfeited two
games in a row and was eliminated for the season. Fraternities
scheduled to play the Pikes were
given a win on their records.
Sunday night in the sorority
division, Alpha Sigma Alpha gave
Alpha Omicron Pi its second loss
of the season. and the independent team BWA beat the Alpha
Gamma Deltas 4-l.
BWA and Sigma Sigma Sigma
have the early lead in the division
with a 1-0 record, but the ASAs
and Alpha Gams are close behind
with 1-1 records.
Sarah Misbach, junior from
O'Fallon, Mo., plays for the AOPi
team and said the rain has made
it inconvenient to participate.
"It is hard because the games

that are rescheduled are usually
on Sunday, and a lot of girls can
not make it to those games," Misbach said.
She said, given the circumstances, she is proud of the way
her team has played.
"Considering most of the girls
on the team have never played
soccer, I'm happy about our
progress so far," Misbach said.
As for the rain, Nick Garvin
said this is something the league
goes through every year.
"We realize that, every spring,
it will rain," Garvin said. "We just
deal with it the best we can."
Monday and Tuesday's games
have been rescheduled for Sunday. A date had not been determined for Wednesday's games at
presstime.

Monday

Thesday

Wednesday

Thursday

MARTINI MADNESS
1/2 Price Martinis

$1.50 MARGARn'AS
5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

OYSTER NIGHT
SO~ Oysters on
the HalfsheU

6 p.m. -close

75¢ BUD BEER
9 p.m. - close

MILLER NIGHT
Bucket of Beer
Six Miller Lite Long
Necks only $10

Karaoke 7:30p.m.-?
9 p.m. - close

~State Line Western W~rld, Inc~

'r

705 MUI St., HWY 641
Hazel. KY 42049

·com• · l" · a p.ut of our family ..."

~

www.sta•HnewestemWO!ld.com

~O_<!d C~ur_fh of Christ
Todd \Valker, College Ag<'iAs~datc Minister

Glendale

•ma~:

........
,.......,,.,......,
-....,.....

SrnlellneweettmOoa.com

Sundayworshrp 9 a.m. , c.las5 10 a.m., worship'6 p.m.
Wednesday college meal 6 p.m., cl,,~s 7 p.m.
"Leadiaa people roa Uf~-e"--iaa and vo...U., relatloMhlp with je.u Christ"
Cont~mporary Mflmmg \~1nnh1p

8:10a.m.

Bible Study

•Hi a.m.
IO:H a.m.

MornJn& Wonhip
Un~lty Coottmporaty Service - THL:

ftlRST1 BAP'nST

NIIT

Mini,certo Sruclcnu

www:fbc'murray.org

'- •.rr:.tv Y..t111. .. , .. '

Ott tl juurne)' (iffaith togetb"

\31 S Pllyne SL • 7~9-8623
OK'thodl~ts•murra~t:ue.t'<lu

~J:fections

AMPS -KIYBOARDS AND MORE

MAINSTREETGUITARS.COM

Hours: Monday-Friday 10a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday Noon-4 p.m.

Jim Stuart. P.utor
HOME (270) 753 9295
(270) 293 4657
jim.stuartOnnUTaystlltoli.edu

caw

UveOak

753-8221

A m e rica's
Ch u rch of God
Services held
Sun. at 10 a.m. & 5 p.m.
(270) 293-7790

•

~'

Bible Based Teachlng

WELC OME!
Yoo Arc lnvltedl

One-,· two-, and three-bedroom
$100 deposit
Six months lease
Debbie Siress, manager
906 Broad St. Ext. • Murray, Ky.

FAX: 270-492-e248

tor by Soott Ellboa

United Methodist
Campus Fellowship

AND ELECTRICGUITARS

BUS: 270-402.014<1

Vote Oaliae
Jo~ Aprcil18 · 20

Sp.m.

Wendell Ray,l'mor I Uuyd Smith,

Uny & Lynda Ward
&nyWard

Scott Ellison
lor President

1101 Glrndale Road • 753-371-1
Sund•y Wor,hip

'r

Shopping Center

1

americascog@botmail.com

Sa{on

Brow Waxes ........... $6

Colors..........$35 and up

Men's Clipper Cuts... $9

Highlights....$45 and up

Shampoo, Cut & Style__.....--··-···..· - -..·-··-·$17

OLYMPIC PLAZA
(NEXT TO AUGUST MOON)

759-1112

To adVel1ise in the Cllurm Direclorv. caB 4418

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

CW.1rance Sale! Cupolas, \VC<ltherv.t!"K!:>,
copper llnials, turret o1!1d rooi t:aps.
Wcatht•rvane p~rts, mountJ., ~t.1nd!>. Ol1j
style b.Jm vents. Toll free 1·877-782o837 online at www.statuary-weathcr
vane.c:om

Part tim~ moth~s helper want~d.
CadiT family setking carmg and rtfi.
able pNson to watch our two childrt>n,
light hou~k~ping, non-smoker, good
pay, ~II 270..924-4328.

Wolff r,1nning 8rdsl Buy DJn•ct and
Savel Full body units irom S22 a month!
free color catalog. Call today!! 1-800642·1 :105 www.np.t%tan.con1

-...

-

Sawmill$- S2,6'15- LumberM.ue-2000 &
tumbcrlite-24. NOM-ood Industries also
manufactures utiht}' ATV att.:lchments,
log skickk•rs, port.1ble board t'dgm and
forestry l'qUipment. www.norwoocllndustries.com rree miormation: 1..000.
578-1363 exUOO.'I
Corbrn, KY F!>tabli•hed Fle.1 M.ukct on 2
acres. 5n<Kkbar, 76 booths. pll•nty park·
ing, exc:ellern location on busy U$25.
344' frontage. 1-1366-883·6301, 606258-8•174, d(5421l2geton.nct
Building Sale! "Buill to l,lst. Priced to
sell!" fconomical all steel arch style.
Best for wincV snow. Many sizcs/5h.lpes.
Pionr.t•r. 1-800-b61l-5422. Since 1980.

www.pionee:-ott'l:'l.co~

For Sale; Inventory of Branhilm Book
Store, 16 Bookc.1~, copit'l', Mrcrnficht!
viewN, c.tsh register, tables, rhr~t.: out
counter, outside sign. Locatt'd. 900 Win·
chesll.lf Rd., Mt St1..'flrng. 859~~8-6509

FOR RENT
1 bedroom apb., Univertity Height\,
all appliances included, $325 .1 month,
$325 deposit, 12 month lease. NO
PETS! 753-4937, 759-8926, 753-1951.
Proi~sional office space for rent in
Frankfort. Just oft US 12 7 nc.v 1-64.
Appro)(lmately 700 square f<-t·t on S('Cond {1()0(, private hath, cl<>'('!s, $600 p<'J
month, includes water/sewer, electric,
gas. Call 502-223-8821.

Adv:_rtt~ing ~r~! 7~-4478

YMCA of Murray-Calloway Co. Sum·
mer Day Camp Coumelor! NE't.'ded: We
.are looking fof l'nergetic, reliablt> indi·
\liduals who lo\le ki<b to join our team.
Most ~itions require a\·ailability 25..35
houn pt•r week, beginning M.ly 23-July
22. If interested please contact us at
759-YMCA t9622) to Khedule .ln interview. An application will be completed
at the time of intet'\liew.
Residential tre.ttlll('nt facility for ado·
lescent~ currently hirln~ btudents Kfild·
uating with degr~ m psychology,
!iOCiolo~y, criminal justice, social work,
recreation and otht•r social/bt>havioral
sciences. Facility located in middle
Jenness~. Please contact lucas .11
dremploymentf•threespring~.com or
fax resume to (931) 729-9525,
W\\ow.thrtespring$-rom/duckri\1~!
jOIN rilE SoUrtMOOOS WAY Al'oO Ht\\'E Ttft
BEST \UMMIJI Of YOUR l.lfll Southwoods is

a co-ed residenti.-.1 children's camp in
the Adirondack Mountains of New
York Southwood~ is St'eking ENTHUSIASTIC, ENERGETIC and FUN-LOVING
individuals to make a positive Impact on
a child's life. Po-itions are available in
the area~ of: cabin spedallsb, athJtotks,
outdoor adlrenture, crea1ivc and performing .uts, water sports and muc-h
~! Btnefits of worlcing .11 Southwoods include Qlary, travel. room,
board, l.lundry and much morel For
more lnfonnation and to complete an
application plt>a.'le contact us W\\W.
~thwclock.com 1.tl88-449·3357. We
love MSU stuck-nts! Come and continue
the MSU legacy at Southwoods. Join
some of your fellow classmalt'!I....Martin
Son, Sttphanie Lawrence, Eric Wilson,
Mary Wooc:b, Andrtw We-.1, Amand.J
Felber, Simon Grout, Oalhan Shelton,
Timothy Dudley, Rebecca havis, TJ
Garrett, Erin Babb, Justin Rouse, lk"ff

Bowden, Bill Robi!IOil, Reese Torrence,
Travis West. LeAnne West, Kiley
Newell, Rich LeV~, Todd Hoffman,
Michelle lovell, Ben Arnett.
Cr.1iima1ir launlht:s l!XLiting new divf·
sion! ht iting P·1)' J>f'f c:k.'lllO p10gram.
Oesrgncd to earn S800·S 1200+ per
week. Pa1d tramrng & S2000 sign-on
honus. Mr Morns 1·800-472-1432 ext.
219
Deck Hands. No expcricnc£"; we train on
ship. Top p.1y, benefitS. HS grads 17·34.
Must rel<x:!l!e. C.1!1 M·f 1-800·284·6289

-

-

Online )r\1.1 Offer. cBay workers needed.
Come y.'Ofk with us onhne. SSS \'l.'eeld)·.
Use yoc.rr home computer or li!plop. No
cxpt.'fl1'111l! nen~sary. 1-800·69.l-9398
ext. 1862
Sccrel Shopper.; "ccdcdl Pose as cust()n1(>fS for <fore Pv,tluation~. lol:al51ore,
rtostauranb & lhP,ltPI'S. Training provid·
l'tl Jlexible hours. Fmail required. Call
now! t-8(J().585-9024 ext. 63'i1
The Aclvoc~tP·Ml><;scnger h.1s .m immediate <lpl)11ing for n ClrculJtion Director.
The successful candtdate must be able to
give guidance to Home Delivery Manag.
er, Sin!JIC Copy Man.1~cr, Outside Salrs
MaMgt-r, NIE Crxtrdrnator and oftice
staff. l)cvclop and manage a YL!.ll ly bud·
get Provick> lea&.•rshfp skills ro·Circulation 5taii while lx'1ng rt'SpOOSihlc for hiring, nlllllSding, Pnt ouraging, l:llolluating
and mamtainingan efll'Ctivest.1lf. Dt-vef;
op ntw Idea~ on how to build circulallon whrle rnaint.lintng open communication with other llr•p,lrtrrw.'nts. Must
pos~~ strong communication )klll5, be
organized ahd rmdv to respond to dail)•
challmges, have a· range of ~ills that
covers anoss a si)C\:trum of people, and
have ,, rurrl'nl driwr llcenS<• and good
driving rl'(ord. An excellr~t benefits
package and competitive salary offered.
RI'Sumes ,1nd ~alary requirements can be
St·nt to: Tlw Adv.x•llc·Ml'S'I<:ngcr, Attn:
Debbie Wagner, HO S. 4th Street,
Oanvrllc,
KY
40422
cfEobbiewOajl'lnews.com
75 Drl\11'1 Trainee~ nt:t!d!'l:l! Ll.wn to
drive for 'I ransport Arl1!'riccl in 15 day> ut

TATI l"o experience needed! Good fl.lY

& benefits, f -866-244·3644

Area COL-A Training! job placement

asst., call toddy to II«! if you qu.tlify for
r.t.Ite pi!id training. 800·398-9'108
Avl>rage 2004 Earnings: Solo~ $49,950,
Top team: S154,22.2; Top solo: $70,526.
XM R.1d1o service, class-A COL
Required. 800-CFI·DRIVE (600.234'J748l www.dldrive.com
Don't trade fl.lY iOI' hometimc! Make
more (.40.SAJ/rnilel .1nd get horne more
(weekly)! Why settle for anything lessl
IIEARTlAND lXI'RESS. i -800-4414953. www.healtlandcxpres~.c~
Oriwr- S2.7SO sign un +Orientation pay

+ dedit:att'fl to 1 tU!.tomer + pretlktable
home time + earnings up to $47,000.
CDL·A, 6 months OlR. 877-687-5627.
JD<:_ lngistio
Driver- Ace t'Pting Trainees! COL in 16
days! No money down, student financIng! TUttion rermbur5('rllent avail. Job
elaccment <~~1. 1·800-883.()171 ext. A·
:>ll

Driver- Covenant

Tra~

Excellent

eaY & benefits for expeneoced dri~.

010, Solos, Team~ & GraduiliC Students.
Bonus!'> Po1id weekly. Equal Opportunit-,· Emplnycr. 888-MORE-PAY 1888-667·
'3729)

more. Time ofi every 14 days &
assigned trucks you take home. Own a
truckl 90 cpm +fuel ~urch; pd plates &
p<>nnits, no forced dispatch. Paid Orientation in Louisville, start within next 2
wks! .3 mos el(p. & KY COL req. roe. J.
877-452·5627.
Drivers/ Company Fl<rtbed drivers home
BC/BS Insurance, competitive pay, modern equipment, COL-A
and 2 years OTR required. Buddy
MOOre Trucking 866-704-1598.
weekend~!

Drrvers, Over the road, 35 swtes. Flat
w/sides, late model conventionals. 3
years experience. S2,000 sign on
bonus. Start .34¢·.38¢ mile+ Benefits.
Call (800;444-6648
Drivers: Owner Operators needed.
Home weekends & during the week.

Great rate/ mile! Vans- No touch, base
plate!. availi!ble. Fa)t start· 100% fuel
surchar~e 1-800-511~82_
__
Looking to fill 15 positions from yoor
area IMMEDIATELY: Run t1atbed, bulk
t.1nk or refrigerated. Control.your earn·
ings based on per..onal efforts. 800771-6318 W\-.w.primeinc.com
Need c1 )obl CRSTI No ~el No
Problem! No credit check; no monthly
payment. Immediate benefit package.
NO\~ ~n"!in ~~ ~ -8~-443-8289

TRAVEL
p

eys

.

The areas largest selection of family

beach homes. All ~izes and price
ranges. Vacation Rentals and Resort
Sales. Pawleys Island Realty Company,
llC call
1-8()().937-7352 or

=._om

wwl.•i.pawleysisland~al_!y

MISC.
ADVERTISERS: You can place a 25word classified ad in 70 Kentucky
newspapers for as little as $225 with
one order, one payment. For information, contact the claS5ified department
of this n!'wspaper or call KPS 1·502223-8821
Gun Show! Walton, KY April 16-17,
Nat. Guard Armory, Sat. 9-S, Sun. 9-3.
For information, call 765-914-0051
Buy! Selll Trade!
Attention Homeowners: Display homes
wanted for vinyl siding, windows, roofs,
decks. Guarc1nteed Financin~. No payments until Fall 2005. Starttng at $99
month. Calll-800-251-0843
Divorce $195, Incorporation $195. )'our
alternative to expensive legal fees! ncdproset'o'iceOaol.com or 1-80()..301·1170

Drivl'r· Driver~ Nt~cd! Solo 1\ Team
runs, Round trip Amer•can & Canada
runs. Out 7 to 10 d.1ys. Call Mike, .~il
Ia ~alley Transportation, ~~37-4552

Star Transport needs inexperienced drivers. !-lome most we<!kends, Pcterbilt
'!rucks, ~hared tuition. Good st.lrting
pay. Food and lodging provided. 1o8()0.
455-4682

Driver.;. $1000 Sign On for el(pcnenced
tea!Thl Earn 41 ¢/mile. :-lo NYC. pay on
delivery and guaranteed hometime. USA
Truck. 800-237-4642

HEALTH

SSCASH$$ Immediate cash for structured settlements, annuities, law suit.
mortgage notes & c.1sh flows. JG Wentwortfi 11, 1-800-794·7310

Health Bcn•~fib as low as $129/month
for families, Individuals, bu~lnesses;
a(cidents. prescriptions, hospital stays,
cmergt'O(. t room visits, vision, dental.
You can't be denied. 1-888-220.730.3

E.1m DeRrt.'C Online from home. •susines~, •T>aralegal, •Computers. Job
placement assistance, Computer &
Financial aid If qualify. 860-858-2121
www.tidcwatertechonline.com

family Health Cllre w/ pre$Cription
plan! $69.951mo. Best Network, excellent coverage. No limitations, includes
dental, vision, pre-existing cond OKI
Call: WCS 1-800-288-9214 ext. 2332

Free 4-Room DIREClV System includ·
ing standard installation. 3 Months
FREE 5(}+ Premium Channels. Access to
over 225 channels! Limited time offer.
S&H, restrictions apply. 1-800·208·
4617

Drivers: Arc vou gl'tting a pay raise in
2005? Roehl ' drivers ure! Van· Up to
39¢. Aathcd- Up to 41¢, plus tarp. Signon bunus. Stu<k>nt' 1wlcomc. Class-A
requln.'fl. EOE, Call ROl'h!, 800-626·
491!> www.GoRoehl.com
Drivers: Best OTR JOb in KffitUl ky: 40<12 cpm to start! rull benefits mel med,
dental, vi~ion, phJrmacy discount &

---

Divorce $195, Incorporation $195. Your
alternative to exp<>nsive legal fl-e51 ncdpm5e1Vicu0aol.com Of 1-800-303·1170
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Field events set track team apart; ·Men's golf team jumps
give spirit for approaching OVCs 7 teams in final round
DanTepe
Staff Writer

·toward 4th place finish

dtepe@th~news.org

The men and women's track
and field teams traveled to
Clarksville Saturday to participate in the Austin Peay Invitational where the women dominated the field events.
The bright spot was the shot
put competition as the Racers
had the top two fmishers with
freshman Dominique Robinson
winning with a throw of 42
feet, 7 inches.
Junior captain Jamie Nurnberger also competed ~ in shot
put and finished second with a
distance of 39-4.
The Racers continued to
dominate as Nurnberger won
the discus throw with a distance of 134-10 1/2.
Robinson and freshman
Laura Schroeder also participated in the discus throw and
placed second and third,
respectively.
Robinson finished with a distance of 120-1 1/3 while
Schroeder finished with a toss
ofl15-6 1/2.
Junior distance runner Lindsey Neely placed third in the
5,000-meter run with a time of
just more than 21 minutes.
Junior Lauren Wilson finished second in the 800-meter
dash with a time of 2 minutes,
19 seconds.
"There are some things that
we struggle with as a team, but
we're trying to improve," Wilson said. "I think we are
becoming more competitive."
Nurnberger was rewarded
for her performance at the
APSU Invitational, earning the
Ohio Valley
Conference
Female Field Athlete of the
Week.,
On the men's side, sophomore captain Chris Champion
won the shot put with a distance of 42-1 1/2 and also won

Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard(ci,then~ws.org

In the men's golf team's final tuneup before the Ohio Valley Conference, a scorching third round moved
the Racers up the leader board into a
fourth-place finish at the Saint Louis
University-hosted Billiken Invitational this week.
After two rounds at the par-71,
6,769-yard Gateway National Golf
Course in Madison, Ill.. the Racers
were 11th with a score of 587, but the
men's charge up the leader board
came with the start of the third
round.
The men fired a third round 281 for
the second best team score of the day
behind OVC member Austin Peay.
The Racers' leapfrogged seven teams
for its fourth·place finish at 868, 16over-par.
Austin Peay took the team title by
22 strokes over second-place Western Illinois. The Governors was the
only team under par with a IS-underpar 837.
Junior Kyle Shirley Jed the Racers
with a 2-under-par 211 for the threeround tournament. Shirley was near
Ricky Agostm/The News
the top of the leader board for the
Senior sprinter David Claybrooks, from St. Alexander, Va.,
entire tournament and tied for sevjumps over a hurdle w ednesday at track practice. The track
enth place.
team competes at the VanderbUt Invitational April 22-23.
Sophomore Nicolas Griffin sparked
the Racers third-round comeback
the javelin throw with a toss of said the meets are paying off
with a 5-under-par 66 in the fmal
153 3/5 inches.
by helping the team prepare
round. Griffin's score was the secondFreshman Jonathan Skinner for the conference champi best round for the tournament, and he
won the high jump by posting a onship.
finished 55th overall, tied w ith fresh6-2 jump.
"I think these competitions
man Jerry Price, with an 11-under-par
Senior David Claybrooks fin- are making us all better. and,
224.
ished second in the 110-meter hopefully by the time the OVC
Sophomore Michael Craft tied for
hurdles' and fi nished in fifth championship comes around,
31st with a 7-over 220, while junior
place with a time of 54.3 sec- we'll be ready to compete,"
' Jamie Frazier tied for 59th with a 12onds in the 400-mcter dash.
Esson said.
over 225.
Sophomore distance runner
Both teams will participate in
Austin Peay's sopliomorcs Chris
John Gorey finished seventh in one more event, the Vanderbilt
Barron and Yoshio Yamamoto tied
the 5,000-meter he ran in 16 Invitational April 22-23l before
for medalist honors as they shot a 6minutes.
the OVC Championships begin
undcr 207. Seven OVC players from
Sophomore Dewayne Esson May 6.

file photo

Junior Kyle Shirley watches his
chip shot roll onto the 18th green
ln last year's OVC Cbamploashlp.
four different schools placed in the
top 10 of the tournament.
Murray State was second out of the
OVC teams, finishing just ahead of
Southeast Missouri State. TennesseeMartin finished lOth and Eastern Illinois touoded out the field of c9.nference teams with a 14th-place finish.
Samford University will host the
OVC Tournament, Monday and
Wednesday in Decatur, Ala.

There's
no

Home
Like
PI ace
Now leasing at Murray Place!
Where will you be living this
fall? Murray Place offers 2 and
4-bedroom, fully-furnished
apartments, each with private
bathrooms and washers and
dryers. Other amenities in this
luxury student community
include:

Now you
don't have
to get dressed
to get your
news!
Everything in our
newspaper and more is
lust a click away at:

th_e neVIs.org

• High-speed Internet
• Sparkling swimming pool
• Exciting community events
• Clubhouse with ping pong,
pool and foosball tables
• Tennis courts
• Fitness center
• All-indusive rent with
electricity, water and cable
• Cable package includes HBO
and Cinemax
• Rates starting at $2991
Reserve your room and choose
your roommates online.
www.MurrayPiace.com

J!lMurray Place
1700 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071
270.759.3003
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